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NEWS

Threat of
Bomb
Prompts
Drafting of
Procedures
by Michael Lieber
Concierge received a call claiming
that a bomb had been planted in Libbey
Forum last Thursday, March 1. The
call was made at 2:10 p.m. and the caller
stated that the bomb was to detonate at
2:30.
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Candlelight Wgil ,aSt night for a Bates woman who

physically assaulted on campus last weekend. Cohn

“Women’s Week” Educates Bates
on More Than Feminism
by Alicia Tomasian
America,
Women for the
World was the name of the documentary
that appropriately began International
Women’s Week last Monday.
This year’s Women’s Week definitely
focuses on the accomplishments of the
women activists and not just in the field
of feminism. “We’re excited about the
positive outlook of all the events cele¬
brating women’s achievements,” said
Katherine Adams ’89, co-coordinator of
the organization that brought women’s
week to be, Womyn’s Awareness.
Some of the many events, all of which
are free, that follow this theme include
last Wednesday’s lecture by Anita Nesiah on “The Militarization of Women
in Sri Lanka,” this afternoon’s film
Crossing Borders ... the Story of the Wom¬
en’s International League for Peace and Free¬
dom, shown today at 4 p.m. and again at
1:30 p.m. on Sunday, and “Needles
That Talk: Women and Resistance in
Chile,” a discussion on women who cre¬
ate tapestries as a form of peaceful pro¬
test against their country’s dictator.
There will also be a chance for Batesies to take some action themselves at po¬
litical letter-writing and information ta¬
bles outside commons on Monday,
March 13. Adams expressed hope that
the informative events of the week would
ultimately inspire individuals into politi¬
cal action of their own.
“Many of the women who will be
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coming to speak and make presentations
are activists themselves, in peace move¬
ments and other feminist movements,
and thus offer good role models to
wonicn on campus,” she said.
However, she stressed that the audi¬
ence ol these events should bv no means

“The events provide edu¬
cation that all men and
women could benefit from
and find interesting, such
as the peace workshop on
Saturday. It is about using
feminism
to
promote
peace, but this applies to
men as well because it em¬
phasizes
the
interrelat¬
edness of all these political
issues.”
be limited to women. “The events pro¬
vide good education that all men and
women could benefit from and find in¬
teresting, such as the peace workshop on
Saturday. It is about using feminism to
promote peace, but this applies to men
as well because it emphasizes the interre¬
latedness of all of these political issues.”
The day-long workshop, “Healing
Ourselves,” is presented by The Boston
group for Women’s Action for Nuclear
Disarmament, but is geared towards

Orphan Annie’s
Antique & Curio Shop
Specializing in
Curios • Collectibles • Jewelry
Toys • Furniture • Fine Decorative Antiques
Vintage Clothing and Accessories
From 1890 to 1960

96 Court Street • Auburn • Telephone 782-0638
Open Mon.-Sat. 10-5; Sun. 12-5
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both sexes.
Inspired by International Women’s
Day on March 8 and Women’s History
Month, which is all of March, this week
also includes some very entertaining op¬
portunities. Martha Leader will give a
folk concert about women, workers, and
world-changers
tonight
in
Chase
Lounge at 7:30. Also, from WashburnNorlands Living History Center in Liv¬
ermore, Glenda Richards and Willi Irish
will perform the funny and educational
“The Proper Sphere of Women,” an
account of women in the 19th century.
Despite the variation of women who
will have come to Bates—from a media
analyst to a folk singer—Katherine Ad¬
ams said that Women’s Awareness re¬
ally had little trouble scheduling so
many different and interesting events.
“It’s been a really positive thing that
so many different people have organized
events, each going with their own inter¬
ests. Since this is our 3rd annual Wom¬
en’s Week, we’ve sort of built up a lot
of connections with other colleges, lec¬
turers and
performers,”
she ex¬
plained. Other events you can still
catch include It Happens to Us, a candid
film about abortion, to be shown Tues¬
day at 10 p.m. in Skelton Lounge. Also
on Tuesday, a student and faculty dis¬
cussion on what it is like to be a women
in maths or the sciences will take place
in the Rowe Room of Commons from
noon to 1:30 p.m., followed by a panel
discussion of women faculty and alum¬
nae on the same subject at 4 p.m. in
Chase Lounge.
Hopeful, at the end of Women’s
Week, Bates will have learned not just
specifically about women but also the
world and peace movements. Although
the events are varied, this is a very defi¬
nite theme running through the week.
Adams said, several days into the
week of activities, “I think that it's a
good theme overall. Tonight I learned
about the war in Sri Lanka and women’s
activism in that, which is something I
hadn’t known about before. It reminds
us that all human rights issues are insep¬
arable in the end.”

bates Security officer Jim Jones was
on the scene two minutes after the call
had been made. Director of Security
Mark McCracken met Jones just mo¬
ments later, and they proceeded to evac¬
uate the building. According to Jones,
no reason was given to students and pro¬
fessors regarding why they had to leave
the building. Lewiston police officers
were on the scene within minutes as
were Lewiston firefighters.
Students and professors were coopera¬
tive in clearing the building in less than
five minutes. Flic evacuation was com¬
pleted about twelve minutes before
the bomb was supposed to explode. No
bomb ever went oil nor was, anything
found when Bates Security searched
the, building thoroughly, according to
McCracken.
“Strangely enough there was a bomb
threat in the 8th District Court in Lewis¬
ton the same day,” McCracken noted.
No bomb was reportedly found there
either.
Reaction to the incident was slight.
Jason Schachter ’92 who was in the last
class evacuated from Libbey, recalls jok¬
ing to a friend that the reason for the
evacuation was a bomb. And Schachter
said that many of the students were not
shocked at the threat after experiencing
similar incidents in high school.
Rob Williams ’90 whose class was in¬
terrupted when McCracken told them to
evacuate because of a bomb threat, also
reported that the incident was not con¬
sidered significant.
Williams heard
classmates mention that “it was a new
way to get out of class.”
However, both Schachter and Wil¬
liams echoed a single similar concern
about how the situation was handled.
Both students pointed out that evacuees
were told to stand not far from the build¬
ing—close enough to be potentially in¬
jured had there actually been a bomb
that went off.
Officer Jones said that this was the
first bomb threat on campus in recent
memory. However, many sources have
commented that there have been a num¬
ber of bomb threats throughout Lewis¬
ton in the past lew weeks in addition to
the 8th District Court bomb threat
which was confirmed.
Jones also said that Security cannot be
sure il the caller was a student or an out¬
sider.
Security; has no leads at this
point, ;md iI no leads materialize, the
case will be; clpsfcd.
At; the present time Security Officer
Mike. Finefghty is working out Bates’
standard operating procedure in the
event of another bomb threat or an ac¬
tual detonation, McCracken said.
Finerghty, the latest addition to the ex¬
panded
Security
team,
previously
worked as a security officer in a nuclear
power plant in upstate New York. Be¬
cause of that experience he is familar
with procedures in the event of bomb¬
ings, McCracken said.

NEWS

Olin Perceived As Unused Student Space
by Linda M. Johnson
to leave by maintenance. On occasion
security has been called in to enforce the
building policy which does not permit
students to use the lounge.

The lack of space on campus for
studying and private meetings has
driven many students to try and make
use of the untapped space of the Olin
Arts Center. The buildings many rules
restricting its use, however, have proved
to make their efforts unsuccessful. As a
result many students have begun to
question whether its role is limited to
just classes and special events or whether
it really is for the students.
One common student complaint has
been over the policy concerning class¬
rooms. Classrooms are open until 4
p.m. each week day and then are locked.
Some students believe that with such a
lack of private space on campus these
rooms should be available as much as
those in Libbey Forum and Pettigrew
Hall.
According to Mark Howard, Olin
Arts Center Coordinator,
“(they) are not open study areas.. All the
rooms have full audio-visual capabilities
and there is a low level of security, which
makes them vulnerable. The building
has a self-balancing climate control
which can be affected keeping windows
open. This requires constant custodial
attention. ”
“I would consider allowing small
study groups to blueslip the rooms. I
would be willing to talk it over and
would be happy to accommodate people,
but it would be a personal decision since
it is a touchy situation. I would have to
be careful and selective. I think that we
are more flexible and security has been
loosened since the building first opened
three years ago,” added Howard.
The hours for building use are from7 a.m. until midnight Monday through
Friday, 10 a.m. to midnight on Satur¬
day, and 1 p.m. until midnight on Sun¬
day. Mark Howard, director of Olin,
feels “these are generous hours. Secu¬
rity and staffing reasons make it not pos¬
sible to keep Olin open all night.”
The most controversial issue since
Olin opened has concerned student use
of the third floor lounge, adjacent to the
art faculty offices. Students who study
in the lounge after class hours are asked

Olin’s Third Floor Lounge
Howard stressed that the third floor
lounge “was designed by the architects
exclusively for faculty use. It is the only
faculty lounge in the building.” The
supplies in it, such as the colfee pot,

“I would consider allowing
small study groups to blueslip
the rooms. I would be willing to
talk it over and would be happy
to accommodate people, but it
would be a personal decision
since it is a touchy situation. I
would have to be careful and
selective.”
were bought out of the faculty budget,
he said.
When asked why students could not
use the lounge when the faculty are not,
Howard said, “there is a security prob¬
lem. The microwave oven from the third"-,
floor lounge was stolen sometime
around this past Thanksgiving. Students
are loud and abuse the space.” Howard
proceeded to tell a story about how he
once found about twelve people making
popcorn and dancing to music.
He continued, “there is a space at the
end of the music faculty offices on the
second floor which was designed to be a
student lounge.” The space at the end
of the second floor, however, presently is
poorly lighted and has only two wooden
benches.
“I realize that it is out of the way and
it is not very well furnished, but I have
asked James Weston of the Business Of¬
fice to furnish that space with necessary
and comfortable furnishings for a stu¬
dent lounge. Weston said he plans to do
something about it and I hope he will
follow through since I would like to see
students using the second floor lounge.
There are also plans to utilize the mini¬

gallery there to display student art
work,” Howard said.
James Reese, dean of students, said,
“The usage of the third floor lounge was
defined more for faculty use. (We will)
look to equip and furnish the space on
the second floor.” He suggested that il
there is a group of students who leel
strongly about the lounge issue, the
group could consult the art and music
faculty as well as Representative Assem¬
ble or the deans.
“There is a nice, formal understand¬
ing between the students and the faculty
concerning the faculty lounge in Petti¬
grew. (People) share in keeping it neat
and comfortable. In general, students
have respected the furniture in other
place, such as Frye St. Union and Chase
Hall,” Reese said.
Reese added, “There is a need for
nice lounge space all over campus. 1 his
will be an agenda item over the next
couple of years for student organiza¬
tions, Representative Assembly and the
deans.”

While he can sympathize with stu¬
dents, Reese also said, “The other class¬
room buildings such as Libbey Forum
and Pettigrew suffice. There is enough
time to accomplish what needs to be
done. If many students think the hours
are not enough, a group of students
could approach the deans or the Repre¬
sentative Assembly. Channels are al¬
ways open.”
Howard understands why students
are upset about some of the rules and
said, “I am not picking on people but
the rules must be upheld. It may be pos¬
sible to revise the policy but the deans
must be consulted. Olin was given as a
gift to benefit the students. We work
hard to facilitate student use in the most
generous way possible. There are rules
and regulations for this as with every¬
thing.
The rules stand as they are now since
changes would cause serious security
problems and extra work for the custodi¬
ans because of the extra wear and tear,
he explained.

Agosin Speaks on Chile’s Patchwork Protests
by Andrew Abraham
“ Arpilleras,” which are small colorful
wall hangings expressing the emotions
and travails of the daily life of the Chi¬
lean craltswoman will be the subject of
Marjorie
Agosin’s presentation
“Needles That Talk” at 8 p.m. on
Monday, March 13 in Chase Lounge.
The type of arpilleras Agosin will be
discussing are quite political. Most of
the arpilleras reveal the fears and sad¬
ness of relatives being taken away by the
oppressive government of President Au¬
gust!) Pinochet.
Agosin, assistant professor of Spanish
at Wellesley College, will also talk about

her own experience in Chile, her poetry
which deals with the problems in Chile,
and the human rights violations happen¬
ing today in Chile.
Agosin’s presentation will include a
display of examples of Chilean “arpil¬
leras.” The word arpillera in Spanish
means burlap and has become the name
of the craft because the Chilean women
do their needlework on old flour bags
made of burlap.
The two types of arpilleras which
Agosin will speak about are the Isla N'egra School and the Santiago School
The late poet and Nobel laureate Pablo
Neruda wrote specifically about the Isla
Negra arpilleras saying, “the embroi¬

Flowers for any occasion
Plants for any spot

OPEN SEVEN DAYS
PHONE 784-4061
245 Center St. Auburn, Maine 04210

deries were from the heart of the people
and so embroidered with the colors of
the heart.”
The situation in Chile will be the lo¬
cus of the talk with the arpilleras demon¬
strating how the average Chilean seam¬
stress feels when a relative is taken away,
never to be heard from again.
Pinochet took power in 1974. Since
then, his government has committed nu¬
merous human rights violations.
The
disappearance of politically questionable
people have become common and many
families have had many relatives disap¬
pear without ever seeing them again.
Since 1974, there have been two elec¬
tions. Pinochet won one in 1978. In

October of 1988, however, Pinochet lost
;t simple plebiscite which had simply Pi¬
nochet’s name and a “yes” or “no” un¬
derneath. With a 92 percent turnout
and supervision of the elections, 54 per¬
cent of the population disapproved of
Pinochet.
The loss means that Pino¬
chet can legally hold power until March,
1990, but there is no way to prevent him
from keeping power. Already, another
election is scheduled for December,
1989.
Agosin’s visit is sponsored by the For¬
eign Languages and Literature Depart¬
ment, History Department, Womyn’s
Awareness, and Amnesty International.
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REGGIE’S
AUTO SUPPLY
Open 7 days a week
516 Sabattus St.
784-7368
(at corner of Russell and Sabattus)
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FINAL APPLICATION DEADLINE: 10 APRIL 1989
PLEASE WRITE OR CALL FOR INFORMA TION AND APPLICA TION

AMERICAN
MARITIME
STUDIES
Accredited by

WILLIAMS COLLEGE
Taught at

MYSTIC SEAPORT
MUSEUM

□
□
□
□
□

Ecology
Economics
Biology
History
Literature

□
□
□
□

American Studies
Public Policy
Oceanography
Off-Shore
Research

LSAT
GRE

The Williams-Mystic Program offers you a chal¬
lenging opportunity to focus one semester of
your studies on our relationship with the sea.
While living in cooperative houses at Mystic
Seaport Museum, you take four Williams College
courses in history, literature, oceanography or
marine ecology, and marine policy. You can also
develop new maritime skills, such as boat build¬
ing, sailing, or celestial navigation, and spend
two weeks offshore on a marine vessel. The in¬
comparable facilities of the Museum, Mystic's
varied marine habitat, and the companionship of
fellow students interested in the sea provide an
exceptional setting for maritime studies.

WILLIAMS-MYSTIC PROGRAM • MYSTIC SEAPORT MUSEUM, INC. • MYSTIC, CONNECTICUT 06355

The Test Is When?
Classes Forming Now.

• (203) 572-0711 Ext. 359

fSTANLEY H. KAPLAN
Take Kaplan Or Take Your Chances

Study Abroad Through
Syracuse University.

1-800-332-TEST
Our Portland classes start 4/9.
Don’t miss out! Call!

STUDY FOR ONE YEAR OR FOR ONE OR TWO TERMS IN

OXFORD
Several colleges of Oxford University have invited The Washington International Studies Cent'
to recommend qualified students to study for one year or for one or two terms. Lower Junior
status is required, and graduate study is available. Students are directly enrolled in their colleges
and receive transcripts from their Oxford college: this is NOT a program conducted by a US. Col¬
lege in Oxford. A special summer session is directed bv WISC.

INTERN IN
WASHINGTON, LONDON

Study in one of SG’s 27 academic programs conducted in
England, France, Italy, Spain, and other locations. Grants are
available for a semester, a year, or a summer of study abroad.

SEND TODAY FOR OUR CATALOG!
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Name
Address
City_
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I

J3tate_

-Zip

Phone
School

SYRACUSE UNIVERSITY DIVISION OF INTERNATIONAL PROGRAMS ABROAD
119 Euclid Avenue, Syracuse, New York 13244-4170 (315) 443-3471
A14
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Wise offers sufnmer internships with Congress, with the White House, with the media and
with think tanks, Government and Journalism courses are taught by senior-level government
officials, who are.also scholars, and by experienced journalists. Similar opportunities in public
policy internships are offered (with academic credit) in London (Fall. Spring and Summer)

WfiSC

The Washington International Studies Center
214 Massachusetts Ave.. N.E. Suite 230
Washington. D.C. 20002 (202) 547-3275
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Sports
Post Season Fever Hits Women’s Basketball
by Kristen Pierce
In evaluating the recent Women’s
Basketball season two observations can
be made. For the first time since the
1979-80 season, the Bates Women’s
Basketball team attended an end of the
year tournament, and for the first time
since the 1982-83 season, Bates had a
winning season.
Overall, the team was 16-10 winning
their quarterfinal tournament game, but
losing to the number one seeded team,
Eastern Connecticut State University in
the semi-finals of the ECAC tourna¬
ment.
It was a long hard rOad to the semi¬
finals, highlighted with several impor¬
tant games against teams such as Bowdoin and Colby, not to mention the
team.’s quarter-final victory against
Trinity.
Some losses, like the one
against New England College, did mar
the team’s record, however, the losses
should not detract from the team’s
achievements.
Several players made important con¬
tributions to the team’s record, includ¬
ing seniors Carol Yanchuk, Rachel Langlais, and Amy Freeman. The loss of
those players will hurt the Bobcats.
However, with players such as Rachel
Clayton ’90 (who could not play the
whole year due to injury), Adrienne Shibles ’91, Amy Schrag ’91, Julie Roche
’91, Leigh-Ann Smith ’92, Jennifer
Lynch ’92 , and Johanna Michel ’90 the
team should have a strong base.
This strong base will hopefully help

the team to have two tournament ap¬
pearances in consecutive years and lead
to
continued strength in the Bates
Women’s Basketball program.
Some highlights of the season include
the team’s victory in the Gordon College
tournament, beating both Pine Manor
and Gordon College. In that tourna¬
ment, Amy Schrag scored a season high
eight assists, against Pine Manor.
In their first game against Trinity, Ju¬
lie Roche scored a record 27 points.
Roche also tied the season high 15 re¬
bounds set by Rachel Clayton in both
the game against University of New En¬
gland and the game against Tufts.
Roche set her record rebounds in the
final game of the season, the overtime
loss against Eastern Connecticut State.
In that game, the team was behind by
one with several seconds remaining.
Then Eastern Connecticut fouled the
Bobcats. Bates got one free throw to tie
the game, but the second one was not
successful. This led to the overtime in
which
Eastern
Connecticut
pulled
ahead.
One reason this team was so success¬
ful was the amount of depth the team
had. Coach Graef was able to rely on the
bench. In some games, she was able to
play as many as ten players. This en¬
sured that if one player was hurt or
louled-out the team would not be at a
tremendous disadvantage.
Overall, the Bates team had an ex¬
tremely successful season, and both
Coach Graef and the players should be
commended for their outstanding ef¬
forts.

Julie Roche '91 takes the rebound assisting in the Bobcats' playoff victory over Trinity. Colin
Browning photo.

Track Teams End Seasons
On High Note
by Rebecca Farr
After many demanding months of
practice, the Men’s and Women’s Track
Teams have concluded their seasons,
but not without enduring many exciting
weekends.
Both coaches are losing a powerful
senior class, but feel that they both have
depth in their teams. Carolyn Court is
proud of her freshmen women, espe¬
cially in the relays, while Walter Slovenski feels he has a good core in his men’s
team and is excited about next year’s
freshmen class.
Slovenski is proud of the past two sea¬
sons, which he describes as excellent,
while proudly proclaiming to be third of
25 teams in ECAC competition for the
past three years.
The men broke four records this year,
one of which had lasted twenty-one
years. Senior Peter Goodrich threw the
35 lb. weight 60 feet 2 Vi inches to break
a record set in 1968. Senior Matt
Schecter became the only Division III
high jumper in New England to break
seven feet, setting a school record at 7
feet '/■> inch.
Other record setters this season were
Senior Craig Geikie, who ran 500 yards
in 65.73 seconds and the 4x400 meter
relay team of Rod Peterson ’89, Ted
Dixon ’90, Mark Thompson ’91, and

Geikie who ran 1600 meters in 3 niinutes 22.83 seconds.
Coach Slovenski is proud of his 11-5
record, boasting second in the State
Meet and third at ECAC’s. Pie is also
happily sending five competitors to na¬
tional competition. Scott Aghababian
’89 , Joe Dever ’89 and Goodrich will be
competing in the 35 lb. weight throw,
and Schecter will be jumping.
Bates women runners boasted a 9-6
record while claiming that only two ol
those teams were in Division 111. Colby
was beaten after one victory, but Tufts
will have to wait until next year to be
defeated by the Bobcats.
Bates broke four records this season.
Junior Romalda Clark set and reset the
1500 meter and 3000 meter records linally settling on four minutes 42.79 sec¬
onds in the 1500 and nine minutes 56
seconds in the 3000. Senior Linda Jones
threw the 20 lb. weight a record setting
forty-three feet eight inches, while Lynn
Barker ’92 put the shot thirty-five feet
and one-half inches for a record of her
own.
In the 4x400 meter relay, the team ol
Erin Lyndon ’92, Kirn Brandon ’89,
Anne Millham ’89 and Allison Quimby
’92 ran 1600 meters in four minutes
10.92 seconds to set a new Bates record.
At the Maine State competition Bates
took second out of five teams. Points
■ SEE TRACK, PAGE 7

Jacques Bazile '90 hurdles towards the finish as the team finished out its season.
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Frustrating Season Comes To An End For
Men’s Basketball
by Kim Small
It has been a couple of weeks since the
Men’s Basketball Team played their last
game. They have cleaned out their lock¬
ers, turned in their uniforms, and had
their team banquet. For the underclass¬
men, this routine will be repeated for yet
another year. For the seniors, there will
not be another year.
The Men’s Basketball Team has had
a frustrating season. In their last game,
they lost to Connecticut College 79-74.
Shaun McDonagh ’92 had the game
high with 15 points, followed by senior
David Weaver’s 13 points and freshman
Darrell Atkin’s 12 points. Despite being
up by seven points at the half, the team
could not pull together and produce a
win. Throughout the entire season, this
was the case.
A season of six wins and 17 losses was
unexpected by the Bobcats. After last
year’s 14-9 record, the team predicted a
similar outcome. There had been a
strong recruitment and many talented
players returning for the ’88 season.
Yet, the lack of experience and depth
would make for a building year. For
Coach Boyages, it was a “difficult
_> >
year .
As a newcomer in 1987, Boyages
found himself with many juniors and
seniors who had carried Bates to respect¬
able records in the past. The situation
seemed ideal for a young coach. The
positive attitudes, hard work, and talent
of the players would undoubtedly make
for a good season. The reality of success
came true in 1987 when, the team had
one of the best records since 1964.
Unfortunately, the glory did not last,
as the Bobcats fell hard this past season.
Boyages soon realized that a lack of re¬
cruitment in the past made the year a
“transitional one”. He said it became
difficult because some of the veteran sen¬
iors were competing with the freshman
for positions. Boyages appreciated the
fact that a lot of players sacrificed time
and energy without much reward. Yet,
they continued to challenge the starters
each day in practice.

Boyages was especially impressed with
seniors like Joe Heathco, Todd Mur¬
phy, and Joe Mancinelli. To him,
Heatheo’s determination as a player was
evident as he challenged the younger
players in every scrimmage.
Murphy, who had a constant injury
during the season, also kept a positive
attitude despite frustrations. His team
spirit and aggressive defense gave him
the fourth highest rebounding percent¬
age on the team.
Mancinelli was also a strong contribu¬
tor to the team with consistent perform¬
ances in point and rebound percentages.
The team will also be without two
other talented individuals who had sea¬
son highs in game points and rebounds.
David Weaver ’89, co-captain of this
year’s team, scored 29 points in a game
against University of New England. De¬
spite the 102-91 loss for Bates, Weaver
proved his leadership and skill.
Mike Farhm '89 set a rebound record
in an overtime game against Babson.
His rebounding ability has been an asset
in many games this year. Despite a
frustrating season of near wins, the
Men’s Basketball Team ended the year
with the respect of their coach and their
fans. For the seniors, their playing ca¬
reers at Bates have come to an end.
They were the veterans who stuck by the
program through the erratic years. Since
they were freshman, there have been
many changes in Bates basketball. The
team that was once regarded as an easy
opponent has become a force in New
England Division III. Other teams do
not take games against Bates lightly any¬
more.
A big part of this success comes from
the present seniors. Although their sen¬
ior season did not end ideally, they will
always have the memory of being part of
those who marked a turning point in the
history of Bates Men’s Basketball. The
future looks bright and it’s because of
the seniors. Their careers ended in dis¬
appointment but they should live with
this memory. They leave with our great¬
est respect because of their dedication to
the team.

Brad Adams '92 moves the ball upcourt. The team Finished the season with a 7-16 record.
Steve Peters photo.

Swim Teams Lap
Up Competition
by Jon Dreibelbis

Despite Lack Of Snow,
Ski Teams Produce
by Peter Carr
The Bates Ski Team finished its 198889 season at the EISA Races held at the
Middlebury College Carnival. Although
UVM dominated the event, the men
finished 8th and women 6th.
For the men, downhill specialist Mark
Thompson ’89 closed out his Bates ca¬
reer with an outstanding 16th place fin¬
ish in the slalom. Also, the trio of Don
Medd ’91, Pete Blanchard ’89, and Bill
Kerr 91, racked up the points by taking
7th in the 15k relay.
On the women’s side, Becky Flynn
’89, Deb King ’90, Ro Hart ’89, and
Jen Boucher ’91 all skied a great cross¬
country race finishing 14th, 26th, 28th,
and 29th respectively.
Alpine skiers
Vicki Gellert ’92, Corrine Coburn ’91,
and Mooey Nolan ’92 all scored for
Bates.
On a whole, consistency was the key
this year.
Despite the lack of snow
which created poor training and racing
conditions, the Bobcats combined youth
land experience to place in the middle of
|a highly competitive pack of New En¬

gland NCAA Division I teams through¬
out the year.
Bates skied especially well at the Bates
Carnival where the men took 6th and
women 7th, and at the New England
College races in which both teams scored
a sixth place finish. For all their efforts,
the Bobcats were ranked 16th in the na¬
tion for Division I teams.
One of the biggest reasons for Bates’
success was the outstanding skiing by
Becky Flynn. With her 14th finish in
the 10k cross-country race at the EISA,
Becky qualified for the NCAA Champi¬
onships held in Jackson Hole, Wyoming
for the third time in her Bates career. In
those races, Flynn took 38th in the 5k
skate-ski race and 35th in the 15k free¬
style event, both respectable finishes.
“I am very pleased with the season in
general,” said Coach Bob Flynn. “I
feel that we skied to the best of our abil¬
ity most of the time. Now, all we can do
is look to the future. We are definitely
going to miss Becky, Pete, and Mark
since they scored many points for us
over the last four years.
But our
younger skiers look good and only time
will tell how they will produce.”
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While everyone else was home re¬
laxing over break a couple weeks ago the
Bates womens swim team was just get¬
ting down to the real work. The women
traveled to Williams College to compete
in the Women’s New England Swim¬
ming Championships.
And really work is what they did.
Out of a total of 86 swims among the ten
women, 53 were season bests, 44 of
those were personal bests and six of
those were new Bates records. Coach
Dana Mulholland commented how
“happy” he was “to see most of the
women gain their best times”.
Placing the highest for Bates this
year was senior and captain Joan Farrin¬
gton. Having the best swim of her ca¬
reer, she placed seventh overall in the
200 yard Butterfly and broke her own
Bates record by over two seconds.
Also placing in the finals was senior
Wendy Genga. She placed eighth over¬
all in the 1650 yard freestyle (the mile)
and broke the two year old Bates record
by over ten seconds. Genga also scored
points in the 200 and 500 yard freestyles
by placing in the top 24 in both events.
Sophomore Martha White contin¬
ued her record setting pace at New Englands as she res’et both of her records in
the 50 and 100 yard freestyle. Along
with a near record swim in the 200 yard
freestyle she was able to place in the top
16 in all three of her events.

As for the rest of the team, Bates
was able to bring the entire team to the
meet to add support. Swimming in their
last meet seniors Deb Schiave swam the
sprint freestyles and Wendy Moore took
care of the distance events. Junior Kate
Killoran came back after missing half
the season to fill in for all the breast¬
stroke events and placed the highest for
Bates in the 200 yard individual
medley.
The only other junior, Mia McFarlane, swimming in her first New Englands, improved upon her personal best
in the 100 yard freestyle by dropping
three seconds. Also making their first
appearance at New Englands were the
three freshmen swimmers, Dede Alex¬
ander, who swam all the backstroke
events, Mary Bilotta, who swam the
three butterfly events, and Racheal Oberholtzer, who also swam the 1650 yard
freestyle.
The other two Bates records came
in the relay events. The 200 medley re¬
lay of Alexander, Killoran, Farrington,
and White dropped the record to
2.02.02, beating the old one by over a
second. While in the 200 free relay
White and Farrington added Schiavi
and Genga to lower the record to
1.47.48.
Overall the team was happy with the
way they swam and finished, especially
coach Mulholland who concluded,
“This was a great finish to a very enjoy¬
able year. ”

SPORTS

Ro(manc)e v. Wade: The Shame Of The Sox
I am a lifelong Red Sox fan. When
the Sox blew the '86 World Series (no¬
tice I didn’t say the Mets won), 1 felt ter¬
rible for 3 months. I am writing this be¬
cause I want readers to realize that I am
not writing this to be malicious.
The Red Sox disgust me.
Well, its not actually the entire Red
Sox team, its only certain members.
Let’s start with Captain Delta Force
himself, Wade Boggs. It seems as
though old Wade-o has been less than
faithful to his wife. It also seems as
though he let this woman follow him
around from city to city, letting her be¬
lieve that someday, he would leave his
wife and marry her. In the process, he
told this “Baseball Annie” what he felt
about the Red Sox team and organiza¬
tion as a whole.
What in the world could Wade have
been thinking? By giving some harlot
The World According to Wade, he
could have single-handedly destroyed
the cohesion and comraderie necessary
for a successful team. Why? OF Wade0, after watching that noted news jour¬
nalist Geraldo Rivera’s show on the sub¬
ject, claimed that he was sexually ad¬
dicted to his strumpet.
Good explanation, Wade. Take re¬
sponsibility for your actions and grow

up. You’re in the public eye. Stop
dodging the subject and settle things
now with your teammates, before you
do any real damage. And stop cheating
on your wife; you’re lucky to have her.
Then we come to Mr. Diplomacy
himself, Roger Clemens. It seems that
Mr. Clemens is unhappy with the way
Boston treats its athletes. Yeah, life’s
tough Rog’. They’d have to stick a gun
to my head to play baseball for a living,
have 36,000 adoring fans cheering me
every time 1 played, and get paid
$50,000 a game. Realize that baseball

Jon Zieff
players are treated like kings. Under¬
stand that its an honor and a privilege to
be a professional athlete, something for
which most men would give up their left
arms. Stop whining.
Next comes The Gregarious One, Jim
Rice.
Mr. Rice refuses to listen to
coaches, won't lilt weights to get into
shape (“anyone who needs to shouldn’t
be a professional athlete”), won’t wear
glasses or contact lenses even though he
can barely see (“they don’t lit right”
and “my eyes don’t tear enough”), as¬
saulted the manager, and treats report¬
ers and teammates alike as if they were
dirt.

March Madness: The
True Purpose Of College
For sports fans, especially those who
have the luxury of being in college, the
month of March brings with it one of the
most enriching two weeks of entertain¬
ment of the winter. It involves an event
that can be called the biggest party of the
year -almost everyone is invited- and it
marks the climax of what can be a pretty
meaningless regular season.
Dick Vitale calls it the Big Dance,
while A1 McGuire has called it the Final
Fiesta. It ean generally just be referred
to as Tournament Time, but has also
been recognizably termed as March
Madness.
The 'Big Dance’ is the NCAA Divi¬
sion I Basketball Tournament, which
starts next week. It involves sixty-four
college basketball teams from just about
everywhere around the country, and the
two-week basketball feast provides 63
games for the always-hungry sports fan.
It is really hard to say what is so ap¬
pealing about the tournament. The
NCAA has a somewhat similar baseball
tournament in the spring and profes¬
sional sports have similar ‘tournament’
style playoff systems, but there is some¬
thing about this basketball tournament
that elicits special attention.
Possibly, the mere attraction of the
game itself attracts interest. For basket¬
ball fans, the two weeks are jam [rac ket!
with dunks, treys, rainbows, ally-oops,
no-look passes, pressure foul shots,
drives to the hoop, and press breakers.
The personalities involved may also
make the event unique: Every year
there comes along an Austin Peay or a
Cleveland State University, or even a
Vilianova or North Carolina State bas¬
ketball team that make the tournament
special.
And, every year, there comes along a
player like Spud Webb or Michael Jor¬
dan or Sleepy Floyd that add a special
dimension to tournament games. Every
year, one ran also count on people like
Bobby Knight, Denny Crum and Jerry
Tarkaman to add their own color to
March Madness.

But still, there is something extra that;
makes tournament time so appealing.
Perhaps it is the finality of the games
that is most impressive. In a time when
the variety of sporting events and the
number of sports events on TV is over¬
whelming and bordering on the point of
overkill, this tournament is straight and
to the point.

Mark Mandel
Because of this the games actually
mean something. In addition, the for¬
mat gives us an excuse to watch and care
about all the games because each is im¬
portant in determining the final winner.
As college students with relatively no
real responsibilities, wc arc lucky be¬
cause there is no problem in watching a
noon weekday game between Oral Rob¬
erts and Middle Tennessee Valley State,
or a 2:30 AM tournament game be¬
tween UNLV and St. Mary’s of Des
Moines College from Salt Lake City.
Plus, vve can justify such behavior be¬
cause these games actually mean some¬
thing. It also gives one a chance to root
for such profound schools as Farleigh
Dickinson or Southwest Missouri State.
So. March Madness is about to begin.
It is time to stock up on a two week sup¬
ply of Doritos, grab the couch, and;
quickly claim the television clicker.
Then, bring on the rock, shoot the pill,
look in the paint, drive to the hole, clean
the glass, go to the charity stripe. Bring;
on the Hoyas, the Runnin' Rebels, the;
Wolfpack and the Yellow Jackets, and
don’t forget John Thompson, Dick Vi¬
tale or J. R. Reid.
Make your early tournament picks
now -l personally favor Ball State or
Eastern Oklahoma State University at
Tulsa- and then sit back and enjoy the
’Big Dance.' In fact, I think I am begin¬
ning to hear the orchestra warming up
in the liackground now.

Mr. Rice now runs like a catcher and
hits like a utility infielder. To top it all
off, when the Sox tried to trade him, he
refused the trade (by a clause in the play¬
er’s union contract) because he felt he
was too important to the team. Sure.
We really need ya’ Jim. Accept the fact
that you are not the (overrated) player
you once were, and that you have worn
out your stay with the Sox. And for
goodness sake, lighten up.
Playing
baseball could be a lot of fun if you let it
be.
Finally, and mercifully, we have The
Dear Departed One, Bruce Hurst. Mr.
Hurst left the Sox and signed with the
San Diego Padres so he “could be closer
to home. ” Fie claimed that money had
nothing to do with his decision. Right.
That’s why he waited until both the Sox
(and correspondingly the Padres) had
upped their offers before signing.
That’s why he didn’t tell the Red Sox he
had no interest in signing with them.
Thanks a lot Bruce. Contemplate
what the old lady, the one who told vou

that thanks to you, she’d never see the
Red Sox win a World Series, meant.
Admit that you were a fink in your deal¬
ings with the Red Sox. And if you ever
change teams again, be straight with the
fans; they will respect you a whole lot
more for it.
I don’t hate the Red Sox. That’s
impossible. I have, and always will live
and die with the Sox.
I am disap¬
pointed, however, in the attitudes and
actions of these four “gentlemen.” It is
every boy’s fantasy to be a professional
baseball player, and these four men have
been given the opportunity to live out
this fantasy.
But they have abused the opportu¬
nity, acting like it was their genetic right
to play baseball, and no matter what
they did it would still be their right.
Worst, of all, to the detriment of the Red
Sox and of baseball itself, these four
treated baseball like it was created for
their personal gain and benefit. Baseball
is, and always will be for the fans. By
their actions, these players seem to have
forgotten that. What a shame.

Re:<4Laxing” In The
Sun Over Break
by Kim Small
For most people, Bermuda is thought
ol as a place where people go to relax
and unwind. Yet, the Bates Women’s
Lacrosse Team found out recently that
Bermuda can be everything but relax¬
ing. During February vacation, the
tropical island paradise became the per¬
fect spot for the team to hold “double
sessions.” Amongst the swaying palms
and sandy beaches, they spent three to
lour hours a day practicing, running,
and sweating.
Since the team played no games in
Bermuda, the week was completely ded¬
icated to practicing. Coach Suzanne
Colley felt this was an ideal situation be¬
cause it allowed the team a chance to
concentrate on the fundamentals of the
game. Each player was allowed to prog¬
ress at their own pace without the pres¬
sure ol' a game.
through this routine, Coffey was
given an insight on the ’89 season. She
hopes that the same hard work and in¬
tensity as was shown in Bermuda will set
the tone for the entire season. Coffey an¬
ticipates a strong year lead by co-captains Amy Freeman ’89 and Sarah Grif¬
fin ’89 who will bring their experience to
the team. Alter a week in Bermuda, the
team appears to be ready to meet the
challenge of a competitive season.

While the women were scrimmaging
and sunning themselves in Bermuda,
the men’s team followed suit on the
West Coast. Men’s Lacrosse spent their
February break practicing at the Stan¬
ford University campus in Palo Alto.
After a week of double practices and
three games, the men’s team returned to
Bates feeling confident about their per¬
formance.
The first tuesday of break, the team
faced University of Santa Clara in a
game that ended in a strong 16 to 4 win
by Bates. In Thursday’s game against
Stanford, the Bobcats had yet another
sixteen point tally by beating the Cardi¬
nals 16 to 9. The week ended with a 6 to
4 victory over the University of Califor¬
nia at Berkeley. The results of this trip
seem to indicate success for this year’s
squad.
Leading this year’s team will be sen¬
ior Jeff Gitlin. Coach Web Harrison will
give guidance to the team and will be as¬
sisted by newcomer Kyle Hannan.
Both the women’s trip to Bermuda
and the men’s trip to California tested
the teams’ abilities to work together and
sharpen their skills. A successful season
takes more than skill, it.takes support.
Carcelon Field may not have the tropical
atmosphere of Bermuda or California,
but it will be a great spot to lie out this
spring and watch these two teams in
heated competition.

Track Reaches Tape
■ TRACK. FROM PAGE 5
were contributed by Millham in the 55
meter dash and the 200 meter dash.
Bates also scored in the 4x800 meter re¬
lay team of Dawn Timmons ’92, Wendy
Harper ’90, Andrea Elder ’92 and
Clark.
Sending more people than she had in
a long time, Carolyn Court and her
team made a good showing at the New
England Track Meet. Point scorers here
were Clark with her record setting 3000
meter run, Millham and Brandon in
both the 55 meter dash and 200 meter
dash, Jones and Barker and Senior
Laurie Kidder in the 20 lb. weight.
Barker also gained a few points in the
shot put.
Bates took fourth out of 24 teams at
F.CAfcompetition behind Ithaca,
lufts, and Cortland with 54 points,

more than ever before. Millham brought
second place points in the 55 and 200
meter dashes, while Brandon took
fourth in the 55 meter dash. Clark took
second in the 1500 meter run and con¬
tributed to a sixth place 4x800 relay with
Grace Murphy ’92, Elder and Harper.
Jones and Barker took first and fourth
(respectively) in the 20 lb. weight. The
record setting 4x400 relay team took sec¬
ond and Cathy Pendergast ’91 contrib¬
uted eighth place points in the grueling
pentathlon.
Coach Court is eagerly awaiting Na¬
tional competition with a very nervous
Millham and Clark in the 55 dash and
3000 meter run respectively. All in all
both teams have a right to be proud and
to hail the upcoming spring season with
optimism.
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Arts & Entertainment
Faculty Exhibit: “New Visions”of Old Ideas
by Jason Patenaude
On February 7th my greatest fantasy
came true.
Okay, one of my greatest fantasies.
As a line arts student I have suffered
constructive criticism by the Arts de¬
partment for nearly two years. Unlike
papers and tests, visual art is generally
evaluated by the entire class, thus your
work (and the instructor’s opinion of it)
is aired in public. The potential for em¬
barrassment is, needless to say, quite
high.
But on February 7th the fine arts fac¬
ulty opened “New Visions,” a show of
their own works. All four members of
the faculty, Donald Lent, Paul Heroux,
Robert Feintuch and Joseph Nicoletti,
contributed some of their most recent
works to the exhibition. After two years
of criticizing my work, I was given a
chance to criticize theirs. In public.
Imagine my disappointment at liking
what I saw.
Donald Lent, chairman of the depart¬
ment, had perhaps the single best work
in the show with his painting, Salt. Like
the rest of the works Lent submitted for
the show, Salt centers around the rela¬
tionship between angular man-made
structures (in this case, a crane) and at¬
mospheric, natural substances (in this
case, salt).
This strong, impressionistic painting
captures the moment when a crane has
just released a load of rock salt. The
plummeting salt falls from the scoop in
a flowing column that smashes to the
ground with obvious force. The atmo¬
spheric quality of the falling salt is
framed by sharp angles in the crane at
the top of the painting and the flat
ground below. In Salt, Lent successfully
integrates angles and atmosphere with¬
out detracting from the power of the mo¬
ment the work captures.
Though not as powerful as Salt 1 ,em’s
Bridge and Smoke is another fine balance
of the sharp with the soft. In a painting
which recalls Monet’s Train Station se¬
ries, Lent represents the 1-95 Bridge sur¬
rounded by mist. The bridge diagonally
runs from the lower right hand to the
upper left of the field, with one large
support dominating in the center. The
mist flows in an opposite left to right
angle and the two forces meet in the cen¬
ter, giving the painting a beautiful,
haunting quality.
Paul Heroux, who is the other full
time fine arts instructor at Bates, pre¬
sented the only works in clay featured in
the show. Heroux’s vases and bowls
are richly textured pieces, using raised
patches molded into the clay as well as a

variety oi' textured glazes on his works.
Two of the most interesting of Hcroux’s creations are the pieces he has entitled Couples. This name is shared by
two different sets of work, each pair
sharing similar forms. These enigmatic
works, with large tops which taper down
as one reaches the base, seem to suggest
human heads. The complete lack of uni¬
formity in the pieces (even the bases of
these works do not appear to be flat), as
well as the title of the works, suggest the
individuality of everyone’s character,
even those who are “couples.”
Another piece, simply titled Bowl, uses
glazes more than actual form to create
an interesting texture. The bowl is sepa¬
rated into geometric fields by the color
and texture of the glazes used. Most of
the work, like all ol Heroux’s exhibited

ern subject matter.
All three of Feintuch’s works center
around the interplay between circles and
rectangles. Lights, the largest piece in
the show, is a long rectangular strip with
circles impressed in the plaster. The
painting, despite its simplicity, is re¬
markably active. Feintuch’s use of long,
horizontal streaks of grey, black, and
even a touch of blue, almost force one’s
eyes to run quickly across the overlap¬
ping rows of circles. This movement
creates the vibrancy and lack of focus
one encounters when trying to look di¬
rectly into a bank of lights.
Fhe other two works Feintuch pre¬
sents in the show are both specific stud¬
ies ol circles on a two-colored rectangu¬
lar field. Fhe smaller of the two works
shows a single white circle, placed nearly

Joseph Nicoletti is certainly the most traditional. Nicoletti’s seven works are all
concise, realistic still lif’es and land¬
scapes, concerned primarily with life¬
like renditions of common objects.
Nieoletti’s Still Life is a wonderfully
simple, elegant drawing of flowers in a
vase. Style and subject matter are both
used in this drawing to give this drawing
a delicate and sensitive feeling.
Fhe
shapes of the tall, narrow vase, as well
as the very long, thin-stemmed flowers,
are complimented by the softness and
subtlety of tone.
Nicoletti displays a
strong control of the pencil with the very
soft, subtle shift in the background light¬
ing (the pencil lines are
completely
indistinguishable). The entire effect of
the drawing is one of controlled elegance
and beauty.

Perhaps the work that best reflects Ni¬
coletti’s attitudes towards tradition in art
is Still Life with Card. The lower half of
this painting is centered around another
remarkably sensitive and realistic still
life. Like the Dutch realists, Nicoletti at¬
tempts and succeeds at presenting a va¬
riety of textures such as a hard porcelain
glass, a soft bristled brush, and a wax
candle, showing some of the most min¬
ute details.

Paul Heroux’s "Couples" in the Faculty Exhibit at Olin. Amy Hamilton photo.
pieces, is dominated by muted earth
tones such as maroon and ocher; how¬
ever these tones are offset by large fields
of white containing etchings in silver of
Japanese flowers. The contrast between
the different sections is enhanced as well
by the fact that the white glaze has an
extremely polished finished while the
more muted tones tend to be grainier
and reflect less light.
The tension
created by these disparities in the fields
make Bowl a fascinating and visuallv ex¬
citing study of contrasts.
Robert Feintuch's exhibited works
center around an interesting coalition
between style and medium. Feintuch,
who is probably the most modern
painter in the show, uses fresco (a tech¬
nique in which the artist paints directly
onto wet plaster), one of the oldest tradi¬
tions in painting, to represent very mod¬

at the bottom of the painting, centered
on top of a grey field and an orange
field. I’he larger of the two works re¬
verses the two rectangular color fields,
with the grey field at the top of the paint¬
ing and a rich blue field at the bottom.
Running through these two fields is a
succession of small overlapping circles.
Both paintings, especially the blue
work, give a definite sense of action, the
circles seeming to be balls falling down,
and eventually off, the painting. The
thickness of the fresco plaster as well as
the almost carved quality of the circles’
contours also gives this work as sense of
textural movement. In his work Fein¬
tuch has nicely shown that traditional
techniques of painting can still be used
expressively with a modern style.
If Robert Feintuch is the most mod¬
ern of the painters exhibited in the show,

What is more interesting about the
painting is the small print which is
sketchily painted onto the wall behind
the still life. One focuses in on this small
painting; it is the only object in the up¬
per half of the painting, and an entity
to itself. Though the specific painting is
unrecognizable, it is obviously a rendi¬
tion of Christ’s ascension from the
tomb. This subject matter had been a
staple of art from early Christian times
through the Renaissance. This tradi¬
tional style is the one which Nicoletti pri¬
marily embraces in his own work. Thus
he presents the work, just like Christ,
presiding over the still life, Nicoletti’s
artistic focus.
In the background, poking from be¬
hind the table which holds the still life,
is a much more modern, abstract can¬
vas. By placing this canvas in the paint¬
ing as well, Nicoletti is accepting the ad¬
vancements of modern art, but its posi¬
tion in the background of the painting
shows that modern art is more in the
background of Nicoletti’s style.
So its drawn out of me. Its painful,
but I have to admit that these artists can
not only criticize art, but create it as
well. One more fantasy shot to bits. Of
course, if anyone would like to help me
with any other fantasies . . .

Updated Greek “Prometheus’’Becomes Biko
by Isabel Roche

Gannett Theater is dark. The sound
system has been disassembled and the
stage is barren—even small bits of paper
and trash have been removed from the
rows by eager Amnesty aids. The only
tangible reminder that a production has
ended less than ten minutes earlier is the
grav-bricked slab of concrete adhered to
the black stage wall. The room seems
void of motion, and I cannot help but to
think that it is all fitting, as I begin to
interview Kevin Wetmore, ’91, director
of Prometheus Bound—a play of little ac¬
tion and large consequence.
Wetmore is full of excitement, pleased
with the opening night of his play, yet

wary of taking all the credit. “It was def¬
initely not dictatorial, but a project of
group collaboration.”
The idea of doing a production ot Pro¬
metheus Bound occurred to him last sum¬
mer, when he by chance came upon a
copy of it in a bookstore. He remembers
thinking that it would be a great benefit
for Amnesty International, but nothing
came of it until he saw the film “Cry
Freedom.”
This, coupled with hearing South Af¬
rican journalist Donald Woods deliver a
campus lecture on apartheid last fall, in¬
spired Wetmore to transform the ancient
Greek story (written by Aeschylus in the
fifth century B.C.) into a modern drama
focusing on one of today’s most pressing
social problems: racism. “It just hit me
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how much the character of Prometheus
and Steve Biko were similar,” Wetmore
says.
Wetmore then arranged the perform¬
ance with the Theater department, and
was, by coincidence, given an excellent
translation by James Scully and C.J.
Herington. The next step was to contact
Amnesty International. When Amnesty
expressed interest in the project, he be¬
gan
rehearsals.
Wetmore
decided
against holding auditions, choosing to
hand-pick his cast—a mixture of experi¬
enced and unexperienced actors. Wetm¬
ore does not regret his decision. “The
cast is fantastic, I wouldn’t change one
of them. I am proud of the show and of
the people.” He ought to be.
Prometheus is chained to a wall at the

end of the earth in punishment for his
great sin: a deeply rooted love of hu¬
manity. In this updated version, set in
Africa in 1977, the message concerning
the justification of mercy and kindness
verses power, is the same.
Ozzie Jones ’92, in the title role, is
more than believable. He shows a wide
range of emotion, and throws out lines
that should not only be listened to, but
perhaps pondered in relation to one’s
own value system. With a solid support¬
ing cast, (most notably Christina Petrillo, ’92, in the role of lo), “Prometh¬
eus Bound” is a play which provides the
audience with some food for thought
about the reality of racism in our so¬
ciety.
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ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT

Spanish Dance Enlivens Concert Series
by Mary Lehman
I spent last Friday evening carefully
snuggled between patrons of the arts,
high on the top steps of the Qlin Concert
Hall. The evening’s draw was the Ra¬
mon de los Reyes Spanish Dance Thea¬
ter troupe, a variation away, from the
usual classical western fare of the Bates
College Concert Series. As we sat wait¬
ing lor the performance to start, I re¬
membered the little girls’ faces I had
seen earlier that day at the master class
taught by. Ramon himself, and his wife
Clara., The middle-aged woman sitting
next to me had the same smile as a- six
year old.
The girls were part of a small audi¬
ence that watched as eight or nine of us
tried our hand at Spanish dance. Not
knowing what to expect from,.the class,
most of us had sported street clothes to
the Olin stage; Ramon and his wife did
the same, excepting shoes. Both wore
heavy, yet elegant black shoes that made
a powerful thud with every stomp. I
humbly stood in the back in my Nikcs.
The brave amateurs and I found that
not only does one have to be confident
in step, but in upper body movement.
The delicate arm circles that the dancers
use to swish skirts and peek seductively
are not easily done. Your feet move fifty
miles and hour while your arms are sup¬
posed to move ten. And don’t forget
hands. All five fingers curl, like long
black eyelashes. Flirting, seductive, and
powerful.
After one hour, we seemed to have
control over a short routine; a slow¬

paced step-step, pas-de-bourret, kick,
swing, stomp, stomp. We were accom¬
panied by guitarist Felipe Amador, who
also performed two solos that night.
Amador skillfully kept time with our re¬
tarded movement, and created a mood
that allowed us to pretend that we looked
good. We all smiled, even though our
feet never did quite perfectly imitate
Clara and Ramon’s life mastery.
That evening, as I watched the com¬
pany perform, I pondered on a compari¬
son of flamenco ... to tap dance? Was
it just me or did I spend the afternoon
doing variations of the toe-rbalFheel and
riffs I learned in eighth grade? But the
upper body and legs were almost bal¬
let—the bowed arms, finger placement,
chene turns, and especially the dignified
stage presence. There is only one thing,
I decided, that prevents me from trying
to relate to this art—castanets.
Did I forget to add that in addition to
the footwork and delicate arms, a dancer
must accompany the music by clapping
the castanets in specific beats. Was it just
me, or have you, too, assumed those
dancers were improvising? Every mem¬
ber of the company was in perfect syn¬
chronization. I kept waiting to hear a
lone, misplaced click, but it never came.
The highlight of the performance was
the “Cuadro Flamenco,” in which all
the dancers remain on stage, taking
turns to show off their talents. The sit¬
ting dancers use handclapping, “palmas,” and singing (mixed with an oc¬
casional “oles”) to encourage the oth¬
ers. The most thrilling performances
came from the solos of Ramon and

“Noises Off” Preview

Clara de los Reyes, who performed last Friday at Olin in her husband's dancing troupe of
Spanish flamenco dancers.
Clara, and a lull-company tango finale.
The entire company was spirited, and
technically proficient beyond simple
memorization; they put body and soul
into every head movement, every toss of
a skirt. At the end of the Flamenco, the
full concert hall stood to applaud.
But later, 1 felt empty. I had not fully
communicated with the dancers, and

Calendar for March
Friday
7pm The Devils, sponsored by Ren¬
aissance Film. Olin 104 $1 Addi¬
tional showing on Saturday and
Sunday evenings, 7pm.
7:30pm Martha Leader, folk
from Boston, performing
about women, workers and
changers. Piano, guitar and
Chase Flail Lounge free

Cast of "Noises Off" rehearses in Schaeffer Theater for gala opening tonight. Steve Peters
photo.
_
by Mary Lehman
Tonight is opening night for the thea¬
ter department's production -of Noise's:
Off, with a $12.50 ticket price and a re¬
ception starting at 6:30pm. The pro¬
ceeds will be donated to a Lewiston com¬
munity organization: Additional per¬
formances will also lie shown on
Saturday and Sunday, and the following
weekend for a $4/$2 ticket price.
Noises Off-is' a farce that utilizes the
random existence of shfdinck, transient
theatrical romance, and' pants that 're¬
fuse to stay up.
The audience is witness to a very rough
“tech” rehearsal in the first act, where
we are first exposed to the characters’
whimsy, and the never-ending search
for a m'caningless prop—a plate of sar¬
dines. The Second' act takes us' behind
the scenes of a performance of the' re¬
hearsed scene just viewed. Few words

are spoken, other than the lines heard on
stage, beyond our view.- Utter-confusion
feigns, as the slapstick culminates in a
lull-cast battle for a good slap and a swig
of whisky.
The final act is a presentation of the
scene actually being performed. We see
the concluding frustrations of a cast con¬
sisting of a drunken old man, a bimbo,
to name a few, and a stressed director
who is concerned about an upcoming
production of Richard III.
There are plenty of good laughs,
prompted by the slapstick and its situa¬
tion comedy. All the cast pass olf English
accents arid believable stereotypes ol
stage actors.
The point to all this confusion, if
there is onej is thrown to the audience
in the first act: “Getting the sardines on
. . . getting the sardines riff. That’s life;
that’s theater.”

there seemed no way that I could. And
then I remembered Raymon that after¬
noon when I asked him how long he had
been dancing. His confused look was not
because his jarbled English could not in¬
terpret. He understood all too well, and
was trying to tell me / did not. At last he
smiled, and said, “All my life ... all
my children . . . my family dance.”

singer
songs
world
fiddle.

8pm Noises Off, opening-night per¬
formance of the Michael Frayn
farce, directed by Professor of Thea¬
ter Buddy Butler. Tonight’s benefit
performance is a fundraiser lor the
Montello School Community play¬
ground. Tickets are $12.50 and in¬
clude gala reception at 6:30. Call
783-3162 or Schaffer Theater at 7866161 for reservations.
Additional performances of Noises
Off on Saturday at 8pm and Sunday
at 2pm. Admission $4/$2.

Saturday
8pm Bates-Bowdoin-Colby Coffeehouse,
musicians performing from
all
schools. Chase Lounge. Tickets sold
outside Commons.

Sunday
8pm Bates College Choir, directed by
John Corrie of the bates music fac¬
ulty. Performing Byrd’s Mass for
Four Voices, Mozart’s Coronation
in C, and other works. Olin Concert
Hall free. Additional performance
on Sunday at 2pm.

Monday
8pm Marjorie Agosin, Chilean writer
and political activist, member of the
Spanish faculty at Wesleyan Univer-

sity, will present a lecture on
“Needles That Talk: Women and
Resistance in Chile” Chase Lounge
free
8pm Kleider machen Leute, sponsored
by Bates College German Films.
Comedy. In German, 1940. Olin
104 free

Tuesday
2:30pm
Noonday Concert, Sarah
Plummer, senior music major, mu¬
sic for flute. Olin Concert Hall free

Through March 31
Fine Arts Faculty: New Visions, exhibi¬
tion of paintings, frescoes, and ce¬
ramics by artists Robert Feintuch,
Paul Heroux, Donald Lent and Jo¬
seph Nicoletti, members of Bates’
Fine Arts Faculty. Upper Gallery,
Olin Museum of Art.

B PROMETHEUS, FROM PAGE 8
This knowledge makes Wetmore
breathe aTittle easier. “I have to admit
that J wasjworried. I am fully aware that
it might seem hypocritical—white, upperclass students doing a play about
black aparthefid. I just hope that it will
be ignored lor the larger issues. Donald
Woods said that ‘there is something
everyone can do about it’, and I really
believe that. It is so easy to complain
about South Africa, but it is not so easy
to do something about. I want to use my
gilts to do so.”
The theater becomes silent again, and
my mind races, full of thoughts about
the play, racism, and Wetmore’s per¬
ceptions,
coallating into a general un¬
derstanding of the value of making
people aware. A line of Prometheus’
stands out: “Time as it grows old
teaches all things.”
Seeing
“Prometheus Bound” speeds things
along.
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A Review of Allen
by Bob Parks

Democritus said, “There is no poetry
without madness,” but here was a guy
that looked pretty normal. He was more
clean cut than the average Bates pro¬
fessor.
With a gray suit, compulsory aca¬
demic beard and distinguished eyes
peering thfough round rimmed specta¬
cles, Allen Ginsberg mounted the stage
of the Chapel and began his sermon. He
chose a poem from the beginning of his
career to be sung, a hymn to begin the
service. He began singing a bit off key,
then smiled and leered. He bobbed up
and down. He beat his foot loudly on the
wooden floor. Ah, here’s a touch of
madness.
Proceeding in chronological order,
Ginsberg then read a poem he wrote as
a student at Columbia College in 1947.
The poem, “In Society” is a narrative
of the thoughts of young Ginsberg at a
college party. Ginsberg said in his intro¬
duction, “I was an awkward jerk from
New Jersey coming face to face with the
Ivy League”.
Ginsberg’s approach to poetry is in¬
tensely personal. He intimates the im¬
pressions of a moment along with his po¬
litical ideas and sexual feelings. Shying
away from universals drawn by his
predecessors, Ginsberg delivers the im¬
ages that cross his mind and the issues
that make him angry.

While the reader’s mind scans lines
like “Why you shit faced fool” in dead¬
pan monotone, only by seeing the artist
gesticulate wildly and yell can one ap¬
preciate a poem like “In Society.” The
orator’s inflection imparted a world of
lost interpretation.
The poem built as it was read from
the sheepish boy to the last line of tri¬
umph, “dominating the whole room,”
an early hint of young Ginsberg’s ability
to stir people up.
Then, the evening jumped to 1955,
the year On the Road was published. Gin¬
sberg transformed into a jolly elf during
his reading of “Sunflower Sutra”. His

He bobbed up and down.
He beat his foot loudly on
the wooden floor.
Ah,
here’s a touch of madness.
body became the means of expression as
the sutra explored images and sounds.
Mundane words swirled in and out of
sexual organs, “the ashes of some cock
cigar, the milky breasts of cars.” The
woi'd “locomotive” became onomato¬
poeia reverberating around the chapel.
The next reading of the night was a
privilege to hear. Prompted by Bates
Professor of English John Tagliabue,
Ginsberg drew from the one of his
widely known poems, “Kaddish.”
Kaddish is a Hebrew word for a cere¬

mony of the dead. The hymn, a eulogy
for Ginsberg’s mother, swelled to crests
of emphasis.
He hollered the end a
thought, then began again in a con¬
trolled voice.
Then, “Caw, Caw,
Caw,” Ginsberg crowed driving the au¬
dience insane, and we were thankful for
the restoration of his low sonorous voice.
The next poem included a lengthy in¬
troduction in which Ginsberg wistfully
recalled the days before 1967 when LSD
was illegalize: “It was like when Adam
and Lve were forbidden to partake of the
tree of knowledge.” Ginsberg said that
he had the Romantic poets on his mind
as he wrote “Wales Visitation” in the
fifth hour of an LSD trip. He set out to
compound Wordsworth and the psyche¬
delic experience creating a poem accessi¬
ble to anyone, straight or tripping. In¬
deed, the' poem gave insight in the cre¬
ative mind with its dosed pastoral,
“grass shimmers green, sheep speckle
the mountain side, revolving their jaws
with empty eyes.”
Many of the poems that were read
were about family members or lovers
that died. “On Neal’s Ashes,” harked
back to the first poem of the evening,
“Western Ballad” about his lover Neal
Cassady. The connection is made more
ominous because the latter, written in
1948, contains the lines “When I die
love When I die.” It was Cassady’s
death in 1968 that prompted “On
Neal’s Ashes.”
In the poem Ginsberg presents a sad

’s Chape
eulogy to Neal.
Lines like “ribs I
touched with my thumb are ash,” bring
out an issue that pervades Ginsberg’s
poetry. He unflinchingly brings his sex¬
uality to the forefront of his poetry.
Ginsberg is a homosexual who exposes
his feelings for all to see and understand;
then except or reject.
This is part of what is meant by the
Beat. Ginsberg and crew (William Bur¬
roughs, Jack Kcrouac, Cassady, etc.)
started the Beat Movement and together
coined the phrase back in the 50’s. Sit¬
ting around one day one of the group
said “The way that we walk down the
street” can only be described as “Beat.”
After World War II, people were tired
of being afraid. Some shed their poses
and pretensions and thus walked re¬
duced to the essential; exposed. Almost
every poem has a graphic depiction of
an organ or a explicit sexual term. The
Beat is not furtive; Ginsberg is not
afraid in an ivory soap society.
Ginsberg the political poet became ap¬
parent in a Calypso song/poem written
in 1972. The poem, written about CIA

The Poet Himself : An Interview
by Anthony Miller
Allen Ginsberg is a professor of En¬
glish at Brooklyn College and, for the
last fourteen years, has
also taught
the summer
session
at the Naropa Institute in Boulder, Colorado. His
most recent work, Your Reason/Blake’s
System, was published in 1988. Aside
from his acclaim as a poet, he is also a
photographer, with shows in Denmark,
Tokyo, Boston, and the Dallas Museum
of Art.
Professor John Tagliabue, a friend of
Ginsberg, commented, “What makes
any poet a good poet is his style. Most
people talk about Allen as a representa¬
tive of countercultural attitudes . . . but
what makes him extraordinary is his
style, his rhythm, his tone.” I found him
to be generous with his time, open with
his education and experience, and hon¬
est with his thoughts; a true believer that
“candor ends paranoia.”
Student: If you could be any animal,
what animal would you be?
Allen Ginsberg: Well, I just saw a pic¬
ture of an elephant in my mind so I
guess I’d rather be an elephant. William
Burroughs has a character who wanted

to be a poisonous snake, and when he
was interrogated, the character said, “I
wanted to be a poisonous snake because
it’s safer that way. I don’t trust humans
or anybody or anything.” But, I’d
rather be an elephant. They’re supposed
to have good memories. And they’re
very delicate. A gay elephant, perhaps.
Or maybe Leviathan, the whale, would
be interesting.
S: Like something out of “Moby
Dick?”
AG: No, not Moby Dick, too mysteri¬
ous. Someone with long memory and
long civilization like elephants and
whales. They probably have some ex¬
traordinarily long form of oral history
like Australian aborigines. Gregory
Corso has a line about “What kingdoms
do the whales sing?”
S: What is your impression of what
college students think of you today?
AG: I don’t know. I’m looking out of
my eyes, not out of theirs.
S: What is the impression you have
out of your eyes, then?
AG: I see a lot of eager, pretty, some¬
times stupid, sometimes extremely sen¬
sitive faces—and souls. Eager for some
exhibition of my own experience and ea¬
ger to find out if I’m some kind of spe¬
cial type that is independent.
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S: In the sense that they’re testing
you?
AG: No, because I seem to be old
enough now to be a historical oddity,
something from the forties, fifties, six¬
ties, seventies.

The poetry, generally, is
about my loves or about
my affections or about
what parts of the world I
hold sacred.
S: Do you ever have the fear that you
are too easily understood or perceived
as “Poet of the Beat Generation?”
AG: Oh, that’s already a stereotype—rthat’s an honorific one, actually. I don’t
mind that so much. But, to the extent
that it just becomes stereotype, then it’s
obviously a dead issue.
S: Does the stereotype make you more
careful in the way you present your¬
self?
AG: I think it makes me more ample be¬
cause I know other people’s minds
more.
But then, there is another aspect. A
lot of what I write has as its audience:
Kerouac, even though he’s dead. He left

a permanent imprint. Or Burroughs,
who’s alive. Or Gary Snyder, who’s
alive. Or Neal Cassady,who’s dead. Or
Shakespeare, who’s dead. You know,
you can have a conversation with a mil¬
lion people in your head, your parents,
your grandparents. It just adds to the
cast of characters that I’m talking to.
S: As a poet, even as you change, mo¬
ments of identity are left behind in
your work.
AG: That moment of perception which
is contradicted very often by the next
moment of perception, like in Walt
Whitman: “Do I contradict myself?
Very well, I contradict myself.” That’s
literal, for everybody, not just me.
S: There are certain poems, certain
perceptions, that are held up among
the anthologized as belonging to Allen
Ginsberg.
AG: To get'down to cases, one poem is
“America,” a.poem called “America.”
However, that’s sixteen different voices,
some of them insane, some ofjhem faggoty, some of them Communist , some of
them Capitalist, some of them mystical,
some of them masturbatory, some of
them pot smokers. So if anybody reads
that poem, they’ll never be able to figure
out who the hell wrote it, or to be able
to pin down, like a butterfly, that it’s

ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT

pel Sermon
Jfc.'

transportation
ispo
of heroin in Indochina,
gave a history of'CIA dirt. To introduce
the song he said that the CIA passed out
heroine to Asians who vowed to fight
Communism. To the tune of “The

Almost every poem has a
graphic depiction of an or¬
gan or a explicit sexual
term. The Beat is not fur¬
tive; Ginsberg is not afraid
in an ivory soap society.
Beverly Hillbillies,” the song’s silly lyri¬
cal quality satirized US imperialism.
The animated Ginsberg bobbed and
laughed at every rhyme.
Drawing from information available
in the New York Times, Ginsberg sang
a new political tune annexed to the 1972
song. Lines like “Congress sold coke to
Noriega.” brought shouts of apprecia¬
tion frofn the audience but it was the
line, “It was featured in the papers only
yesterday and Bush is in the White
House of the USA,” that brought the
chapel down with applause.
People
clapped for many minutes. Those stan¬
zas were the only contemporary political
views that Ginsberg offered that
night. Ginsberg recited a few poems
about his Buddhist practices.
“The
Meditation Rock” was a poem in which
he tapped t ime with his foot and encour¬
aged “It’s never too late., to get up and

lth.

father Death Blues
do inothing.’
was about his father,
Louis
Ginsberg’s
llllllli
death and
the son’s
comfort
through the
Buddha’s
teaching.
All of the
previously
mentioned
poems can be
found in Collected
Poems 1947-1980.
The poems that
were read at the
end of the evening
were from White
Shroud, Poems 19801985 or were more
recent work.
Ginsberg read “Airplane Blues” in which
he reflected on his
relationship with his
'boy friend about his
aging body. Like Yeats
after his Steinaeh
operation, Ginsberg longs
for a youthfully body for
the sexual energy that builds
within. This is especially ap¬
parent in the explicit poems he
■ SEE REVIEW, PAGE 14
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Allen Ginsbere

ilisf
just one thintr.
thing.
In a poem like “Howl,” there are a
lot of double minds in there. The first
line says: “I saw the best minds of my
generation destroyed by madness, starv¬
ing, hysterical, naked ...” so you can
take that, well, he’s sympathetic, the
guy who wrote that is sympathetic to
these people while, at the same time,

he’s making fun of them.
S: He’s also part of it, isn’t he?
AG: Well, naturally, so he’s sympa¬
thetic and mocking of,himself and oth¬
ers. So what do we/makc out of that?
Nothing, except what it says. So that’s
fine. It doesn’t^fixate ah identity . . .
This fixation happens all the time, be¬
tween husbands and wives, between fa-

But I’m half-asleep like
everybody else all of the
time, then every once in a
while I wake up and say:
“Oh Wow!”
thers and sons, mistaking who they are
and not hearing them. The problem of
the Writer and of the Citizen or the Per¬
son —capital P—is how not to get fix¬
ated and how to tip others off on how to

crdi/difb'rl and
unrl fixated,
fivutorl how
hnw to
tn keep
Lrf'rn an
an
get solidified
open mind, how to keep a sense of hu¬
mor, how to have a delicate and subtle
appreciation of things rather than to
stereotype, how not to get hypnotized by
media.
S:
Tell me about your photography.
AG: I’ve been taking snapshots just like
anybody else.
S : How does the method of compos¬
ing a photograph differ from the com¬
posing of poetry?
AG: It’s very similar. The poetry, gen¬
erally, is about my loves or about my af¬
fections or about what parts of the world
I hold sacred. In other words, the depic¬
tion of a sacramental relationships as in
poems to Kerouac or Carl Solomon or
Burroughs or Neal Cassidy. Some ele¬
ment of sacramental seriousness, by
“sacrament” I mean serious, affection¬
ate, wishing to be forgiven and forgiv¬
ing, but realizing that this is the one and
only time we’re together on Earth. Pho¬
tography is just taking a picture of this
same face, the same visage, the same sa¬
cred visage. Photography is, more or
less, a naturalistic picture of things . . .
The basis of my poetry always was, or I
hoped it was, or I tried to make it, a pic¬
ture. The photography seems to fit in
with that.
■ SEE GINS BERG, PAGE 14

i A perfect beauty of a sunflower! a per¬
fect excellent lovely sunflower ex¬
istence! a sweet natural eye to the
new hip moon, woke up alive and
excited grasping in the sunset
shadow sunrise golden monthly
breeze!
How many flies buzzed round you in¬
nocent of your grime, while you
cursed the heavens of the railroad
and your flower soul?
Poor dead flower? when did you forget
you were a flower? when did you
look at your skin and decide you
were an impotent dirty old loco¬
motive? the ghost of a locomo¬
tive? the specter and shade of a
once powerful mad American lo¬
comotive?
You were never no locomotive, Sun¬
flower, you were a sunflower!
And you Locomotive, you are a loco¬
motive, forget me not!
So I grabbed up the skeleton thick sun¬
flower and stuck it at my side like
a scepter,
and deliver my sermon to my soul, and
Jack’s soul too, and anyone who’ll
listen.
—We’re not our skin of grime, we’re
not our dread bleak dusty image¬
less locomotive, we’re all beauti¬
ful golden sunflowers inside,
we’re blessed by our own seed &
golden hairy naked accomplish¬
ment-bodies growing into mad
black formal sunflowers in the
sunset, spied on by our eyes un¬
der the shadow of the mad loco¬
motive riverbank sunset Frisco
hilly tincan evening sitdown vision

rrt't

Tagliabue on Ginsberg
Professor of English John Tagliabue met Allen
Ginsberg while both attended Columbia Uni¬
versity in the 1940’'s. The following are his
thoughts and reflections on their friendship.
He always seemed to me very gentle and
very generous.

We liked very much some of the same
teachers (such as) the poet Mark Van
Doren.

I didn’t gravitate towards his group. We
were very different —- Allen and I—al¬
though we’ve always gotten along very
well.

I never met Kerouac. I don’t know if he
was on the football team or had dropped
out already

Allen has always been especially gentle,
especially kind and especially helpful to
young writers.
He comes right out about his loves and
his complaints.
Different as Allen and I have always
been in some ways we’ve been brought
together by our love for poetry, our love
especially for Blake, Rimbaud, Lorca .
. . and especially Whitman.
I wrote my senior thesis about Whitman
and that especially interested him.
Last week; Reading was, it seems to me,
definitely by far his best. I Was pleased
to see him in such good health and en¬
ergy and vigor and to hear him read
such a great variety of poems, comic,
tragic, in such an intelligent way.
Reported by Arts Staff
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FOCUS: DATE RAPE

Date Rape: The Most Common Type of Rape
By Julia Opler
A rape occurs every seven minutes in
the United States, according to the Co¬
lumbia University Coalition. Research¬

ers have determined that on the national
average one of every five women will be
raped in their dating history.
Most
alarming yet is the new statistic that ac¬
quaintance and date rape are on the rise.

These now account for approximately
60 percent of all rapes that occur.
Date rape is forced, unwanted sexual
intercourse between two people who
know each other. They may have just

met or they may be engaged. Yet if the
victim does not agree to have sex and the
“friend” goes ahead and engages in sex¬
ual intercourse, it is a violation the'vic¬
tim’s body and trust and it is a rape.
Unlike stranger rape there are a num¬
ber of common characteristics to date ’
rapes. A large percentage of date rapes
happen on weekends, especially between i
10 p.m. and 2 a.m!- Many times it oc¬
curs' or. the ' aSShilaht’s home ground.
What may just seem like an obnoxious ’
situation can quickly’change into a dan¬
gerous one. Instead of involving lethal
weapons, date rapes usually involve ver¬
bal threats, physical threats and/or the
actual use of physical strength. Statistics
also reveal that most victims are female
and between the ages of 15 and 24.
Law enforcement officials estimate
that only 10 percent of the rapes that oD
cur in this country are reported, which
makes the actual extent of this problem
difficult to determine. Date rapes espe¬
cially are likely to go unreported because
they occur between people who know
each other.
Often victims do not see themselves as
raped. They believe they did something to
bring it on. And even if the victim iden¬
tifies herself or himself as a victim, it
tends not to go reported because the as¬
sailant is a “friend,” because they must
deal with the assailant on a regular basis,
or because they do not think they will be
believed if the assailant has a good repu¬
tation. Date rape is a different sort of
crime than stranger rape and it creates
unique problems in addition to those ex¬
perienced by victims of stranger rape.

Over 60 percent of all rapes are committed by someone the victim knows. Colin Browning photo.
Effects of Date Rape

Misconceptions Influence Opinions
When asked to write this article on
rape—acquaintance rape to be more
specific—I wasn’t sure exactly how to
approach this situation. Being a male I
did not want to alienate or offend the
male readers, but I also did not want to
give a false impression of where I stand
on this issue. Rape is a very delicate
subject with several factors and issues
entering into it, almost too many to
cover at one time. However, in this arti¬
cle my intention is only to illustrate some

against their will, but fail to recognize
what has happened to them as a criminal
act because they know their assailant.
Women may feel that it was their fault
and that they did not fight hard enough
to get away. They often feel that others
will not believe them or that they will
turn against them if they tell what hap¬
pened. This in itself can be almost as
traumatic as the actual rape.
After making the incident public
knowledge, this questioning of her credi-

Tim Donovan

No woman ever asks or de¬
serves to be raped. Rape is an
act of violence and humiliation
which few other events in one’s
life can parallel.

of the many misconceptions commonly
believed about rape.
One of the most common misconcep¬
tions about rape is that the woman
somehow could have avoided it. Al¬
though there may be rare cases where
this is true, for the most, part it is un¬
avoidable.
Many people believe that
if she had not dressed in a certain way
or if she had not been alone, if she had
not been drinking, etc. then the rape
would not have occurred. No woman
ever asks or deserves to be raped. Rape
is an act of violence and humiliation
which few other events in one’s life can
parallel. When a woman is being raped,
she does hot secretly enjoy it. She has
an overwhelming fear that her life is in
danger as well as strong feelings of help¬
lessness and powerlessness.
Perhaps
one of the most disturbing facts about
rape is that these rapes are not always
committed by that stereotypical, crazed
lunatic lurking in the bushes or hidden
in some dark alley.
An estimated 40 percent of rape vic¬
tims are acquainted with their assailant.
Even more surprising is that this statistic
may even be higher, because often
times, women in this situation do not
perceive themselves as being victims.
They may agree that: they had- sex

bility, becomes yet another psychologi¬
cal assault. The effects of date rape have
the same detrimental psychological im¬
pact as stranger rape.
Perhaps even
more so, because of the sense ol betrayal
they experience at having either known
or maybe even once trusted the indi¬
vidual.
Another one of the major difficulties
concerning date rape is misunderstand¬
ing signals of the opposite sex. Often
times, men perceive certain actions by
women as either seductive or suggestive
of sexual interest. For example, studies
have shown that when a woman strikes
up a conversation with a man, often the
man perceives this as “flirting” and a
sign of sexual interest rather than just
simple, friendly conversation.
This
problem may in fact, stem from the way
we, as males, are socialized,
We have been taught throughout time
that women prefer men to initiate all
sexual encounters and that women pre¬
fer male sex partners who are aggres¬
sive, forceful and dominant. This may
be true in some instances, but in some
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cases some men do not realise when they
have gone too far.
Women, on the other hand, are
brought up to be flirtatious and play the
passive role is social situations. They
are supposed to say no to a man when
approached in a sexual situation. If they
don’t, then it means that they have
given in to the man too easily and that
they will be seen as “easy.” There is just
one problem which arises in these situa¬
tions. How is a man supposed to know
just when a woman means “no” and
when they are only saying “no” but ac¬
tually mean “yes”?
Studies show that some 40 percent of
women have engaged at some point in
what is known as token resistance (say¬
ing no, but meaning yes).
In many
cases, men unknowingly force sexual re¬
lations on their dates mistaking her true
feelings for token resistance. What is
important to consider is this: regardless
of the woman’s reputation, dress, or
even Sobriety level—to apply it to a cam¬
pus party situation—, the majority of
women mean no when they say no.
One last thing to consider when deal¬
ing with rape is best explained by an
analogy I found while doing some re¬
search on this topic. When a person is
robbed, there is generally no question
and if is understood that property has
been taken from the victim without his
or her consent. There is no need to
prove that fear of death or severe bodily
harm was at issue. It is taken at face
value that this most likely could not have
been avoided. Yet in the case of the rape
victim, and more importantly the date
rape victim, we try and find reasons for
this crime of similar, if not greater, se¬
verity why maybe she is the one at fault.
In this case it is not her fault. In rape
the woman is always a victim.
Donovan ’89 is preparing his thesis on the
topic oj date rape for the Psychology Depart¬
ment.

“For the victim of date rape,” says
Emily Chandler, director of psychiatric
nursing at Boston City Hospital, “it is a
triple assault. The woman is assaulted
physically and emotionally, also, her
sense of trust and integrity in friendship
is destroyed.” Victims feel guilt at hav¬
ing wanted to be with that person in the
first place, and question their own
judgement of character. Often the as¬
sailant is someone who the victims likes
and trusts.
A woman may think that she did
something to bring about this change in
his personality and feel unprotected
from this. She has no way of predicting
such a change, and no way of knowing
when an invitation may mean more than
just a nice evening. Consequently she
may decide she cannot take that risk. A
woman who feels she brought it on her¬
self will then have a difficult time not
feeling vulnerable.
Stranger rape often leaves bruises and
worse, signs of the violation that elicit
more sympathy and less blame. The ab¬
sence of these physical signs in the case
of date rape can make What happened
deniable in the eyes of the victim and of
others. Some will wonder whether the
victim teased or “asked for it” in some
way.
Chris Tisdale, director of the health
center, believes that the .absence alto¬
gether of ground piles for dating’ ex¬
plains much of why such a problefn ex¬
ists. “This is no longer the time of Rhett
sweeping Scarlett, off her feet and carry¬
ing her off. That’S riot okay anymore,”
according to Tisdale.
“Instead of courtship and progression
in developing relationships, sex crimes
right away.
While people are busy
jumping into bed, the things that need
to be talked about, especially sexuality,
are not getting talked about. Nri one
feels comfortable with guidelines any-;
more, arid so people are experiencing
emotional nakedness with the sexual re¬
lationships,” Tisdale said.

FOCUS: DATE RAPE

The CRC Handles Cases of Date Rape
by Kim Gamel
“Date rape is underground at Bates”
according to Steve Hochstadt, the chair¬
person of the Community Relations
Council (CRC). It is known to exist at
Bates. In fact multiple rapists are sus¬
pected, but is very rarely reported. The
victims are usually unwilling to report
their cases even on the informal level of
the CRC.
The CRC is the college’s official
channel for formal action against of¬
fenders. However, its primary purpose

“The main reason that she
stopped action was that she
didn’t feel validated by the of¬
ficial channels.”
currently is to provide emotional sup¬
port and advisory on issues of discrimi¬
nation: such as racial insults and sexual
harassment, including date rape.
The CRC is composed of four stu¬
dents, two faculty members, two admin¬
istrators, three staff members and an Af¬
firmative Action officer who are avail¬
able to fust talk with on an informal
basis or to give advice on what to do
next. The council is entirely confiden¬
tial.
Part of the work done by the council
is educational. For instance, during the
RC/JA orientation week they were one
of the sponsors of a film and discussion
examining the issue of date rape on
campus.
All of the individual members of the
CRC encourage action against date rap¬
ists. However, what the victims often do
not realize is that by reporting their
cases to a member of the CRC, they are
not necessarily taking official action.
The case can only go as far as the victim

desires. “The ball is always in the stu¬
dents’ hands” according to student
member Kim Phinney ’90.
Steve Hochstadt, associate professor
of history and a member of the council,
strongly suggests that “even if students
don’t want to pursue disciplinary action,
they should report cases.” The CRC
exists as an informal means to deal with
the problem, according to Dean Bran¬
ham, former chairperson of the council.
The members should support the
woman (which the majority of victims of
date rape are) and help her to under¬
stand that she has rights. “They should
never push a victim down one path or
another,” said Dean Branham.
Indirectly, though, the majority of
victims seem to be pushed down the path
of inaction. Most prominently there is
always the negative pressure of peers,
the fear of getting someone into trouble
and the fear of retaliation. Although the
CRC itself is a way to help the victim
through those problems, though not nec¬
essarily with formal action, “students

“The ball is always in the stu¬
dents’ hands.”
perceive it as another hand of the ad¬
ministration,” explains Phinney. Phi¬
nney was approached by a victim look¬
ing only for support. This woman had
attempted formal action but encoun¬
tered too many obstacles. “The main
reason that she stopped action was that
she didn’t feel validated by the official
channels,” explains Phinney.
Formal action includes reporting a
case of discrimination to the student
conduct committee, meetings at which
the offender is present and notifying the
president of the college.
Because Phinney recognizes the prob¬
lem of taking disciplinary action," she is

now also a member of the new group
Students Against Sexual Harassment
(SASH). The members of SASH be¬
lieve that there is too much pressure on
the victim to act independently when
taking formal action.
l he procedure for formal action as
described in the Student Handbook is
very academically oriented and poten¬
tially difficult to understand. SASH has
submitted a new draft of formal proce¬
dures for disciplinary action in cases of
discrimination which is being considered
for approval.
Basically, these new procedures call

for more thorough support, as desired,
for the victim by the CRC throughout
all of the disciplinary procedures. Also,
a member would act as official interme¬
diary on behalf of that student in pre¬
senting the case, arranging meetings,
etc., said Phinney.
The victim is never to blame in a case
of date rape and the CRC wishes to help
the victims understand that. Even by
simply reporting their cases to individual
members, the victims are helping to fur¬
ther Bates understanding of the problem
here and possibly preventing other inci¬
dents.

Is Dating Safe At Bates?
I he Bates Alcohol Survey done in
March of 1988 asked the following ques¬
tions, “during the past semester have
you taken advantage of someone sex¬
ually whiie intoxicated” and “have you
been taken advantage of sexually while
intoxicated?” Five percent of the 618
students who responded reported that
they had taken advantage of someone
sexually while intoxicated. Approxi¬
mately 11 % of the students reported that
they had been taken advantage of sexually
while they were intoxicated. A survey of

Chris Tisdale
408 students enrolled at the University
of South Dakota revealed that 20.6% of
the females had been raped on a date.
Dating is dangerous business; not be¬
cause the campus is filled with rapists,
but because it is filled with mixed mes¬
sages and fixed stereotypic roles. VVe as
a society are saying that sexual freedom
is safe and easy, that everyone can get
what they want. The message must

change.
In most date rape situations, both
parties are unsure, confused, and very
upset. Neither person defines it as date
rape. Women lose their freedom, their
control, their trust in friends, their trust
in themselves, their safety, their dignity
and their hope. Some of these inaliena¬
ble rights return, some are lost forever.
Men lose the possibility of a meaningful
relationship and are left with an empty
sexual encounter.
We as a campus can begin to make
dating safer. We begin by listening and
talking about feelings. By trying to fig¬
ure out what we want from each rela¬
tionship and encounter. By watching out
for each other and helping others spot
potentially dangerous situations. By re¬
alizing that someday a sister, a lover, a
friend or yourself will be a victim of date
rape—and it will break your heart. By
seeking help lor yourself or someone
you care about if that happens. By not
blaming the victim, and finally, by be¬
lieving that NO means NO.

Causes of Date Rape: Socialization, Insecurity
When the Student asked us to write an ar¬
ticle regarding some aspect of date rape, a few
of us got together and began to jot down ideas
that we might want to discuss. As we formu¬
lated our ideas, we realized that our training
manual addressed the very issues we were at¬
tempting to explain ourselves.
So we have
choosen to share the following sections that are
the clearest explanations of the causes of date
rape.
When you hear the word “rape,”
what do you think of? If you imagine a
stranger jumping out of the bushes on a
dark night and attacking someone, you
are only partly right—most rapes are not
committed by strangers but by men who
know their victims, who often have gone
out with them previously and are sup¬
posedly their friends. This phenomenon
is called “aquaintance” or “date” rape.
Acquaintance rape is forced, un¬
wanted intercourse with a person you
know. It is a violation of your body and
your trust. It is an act of violence. It
can be someone you have just met, or
dated a few times, or even someone to
whom you are engaged. The force in¬
volved can come from threats or tone of
voice, as well as from physical force or
weapons. Experts estimate that as many
as 90 percent of all rapes are never re¬
ported; in those that are reported, about
60 percent of the victims know their as¬
sailants. Of these, women 15 to 25 years
old are the majority of the victims.
In 1985 Mary Koss, a professor at
Kent State University, surveyed ap¬
proximately 7,000 students on 32 cam¬
puses on behalf of Ms. magazine and
found that one in eight women were the
victims of rape. One in every twelve
men admitted to having forced a women

to have intercourse or tried to force a
women to have intercourse through
physical force or coercion; that is, admit¬
ted to raping or attempting to rape a
woman. Virtually none of these men,
howver, identified themselves as rap¬
ists. Similarly, only 57 percent of the

S.A.R.L.
women who had been raped labeled
their experience as rape; the other 43
percent had not even acknowledged to
themselves that they had been raped.
What are the Causes of Rapes?
There is no one direct cause of date
rape. Although there are usually three
key elements involved, socialization,
miscommunication, and/or changing
sexual mores, one major reason for date
reape is a lack of consideration for a wo¬
man’s rights and wishes.
In a general sense, traditional male
and female roles in society are part of the
problem. Men are taught at a very early
age to be aggressors; they participate in
agressive team sports, are encouraged to
be competitive, not to give up, to keep
on trying. They are encouraged to have
strong sexual feelings and to experiment
with their sexual satisfaction as a part of
their masculinity.
This environment
which encourages men to be competitive
and get what they want often leads to a
belief in the “right to have sex.”
Women of the other hand are social¬
ized to be more passive, dependent, to
be peacemakers, to avoid scenes, to be
“lady-like.”
They are discouraged
from experimenting with their sexuality:

“Good girls don’t fool around.” The
double standard allows men to have sex¬
ual feelings and act on them; in contrast,
a woman is allowed to be sexual primar¬
ily when she becomes “carried away”
with emotion.
Communication between men and
women is often problematical, especially
in the realm of sex. Especially in a first
sexual encounter with someone, some
women may say “no” when they mean
“maybe” or even “yes,” and men have
been taught to try to turn that no/maybe
into a yes. Thus, it is sometimes hard
for men to know when “no” really does
mean “no.”
Women, on the other
hand, don’t want to agree to sex too rap¬
idly for fear they will be seen as “loose”
or “easy.” Misperceptions abound; a
woman thinks she is merely being
friendly, but her date thinks she’s signal¬
ling willingness to have sex. Further¬
more, stereotypes about women as pas¬
sive and submissive can also foster a cli¬
mate for sexual assaults.
The last few decades have seen a gen¬
eral loosening of sexual standards. With
the advent of the birth control pill, many
people are sexually active at younger
ages thatn previously, including many
college-age women and men.
Thus,
many college-age men may expect sex as
a given after they have gone out with
someone a few times. Sometimes the
woman shares this expectation, but
sometimes she does not. Some men be¬
lieve they are entitled to sex when they
have spent money on a date. Others
may believe that if a woman is sexually
active, she will willingly have sex with
anyone, including him.
Acquaintance rape, however, is not

simply a crime of passion, or merely a
result of miscommunication. It is, in¬
stead, often an attempt to assert power
and anger. Some men are sexually ag¬
gressive because they are basically inse¬
cure. Forcing sex on another person
makes them feel strong because it makes
someone else feel weak. Rape is vio¬
lence against a woman. It is an issue
that strikes at the heart of a personal re¬
lationship between a man and a woman,
how they treat each other, and how they
respect each other’s wishes. People who
respect others do not coerce others to do
things they do not want to do.

Seduction vs. Rape
One of the key questions in the issue
of date rape is the difference between se¬
duction and rape: the man feels he has
merely seduced a woman, the woman
feels that she was raped. A useful dis¬
tinction to keep in mind is that seduction
involves no force, implied or otherwise.
Seduction occurs when a woman is ma¬
nipulated or cajoled into agreeing to
have sex; the key word is “agreeing.”
Acquaintance rape often occurs when
sedcution fails and the man goes ahead
and has sex with the woman anyway,
despite any protests and without her
agreement.

S.A.R.L. (Sexual Assault Response Line)
is an entirely student-run hotline for students
who want a place to turn to talk confidentially
about an acquaintance or date rape. Eleven
Bates students take turns working 12-hour
shifts so someone is always on call each week
from Wednesday night to Monday morning.
S.A.R.L. ’s number is 795-3847.
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ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT

Interview With Allen Ginsberg
■ GINSBERG, FROM PAGE 11
S : Is poetry the act of capturing
something? Or capturing yourself no¬
ticing something?
AG: Near that! Near that! It’s catching
yourself thinking or noticing what you
notice. Catching yourself thinking or
noticing what you notice or observing
what’s vivid. Noticing your own percep¬
tions, acknowledging your own percep¬
tions, and then revealing them to your¬
self and to others. The purpose of reveal¬
ing them to yourself is to widen the area
of consciousness, make yourself more
aware and awake, and to bring out more
of a relationship with the phenomenal
world and, therefore, more compassion
and more family-like feeling with the
rest of the world outside yourself.
The purpose of revealing it to others
is to provide a candid standard of mea¬
surement so they’ll know what you’re
thinking and how other people think. If
they’re locked up in themselves, they get
some communication from the outside.
So you can boil it all down to saying that
kind of candor in communication would
be helpful in ending paranoia. That
make sense?
S: Does meditation train the same
act of “catching yourself” that writ¬
ing does?
AG: Well, catching yourself and then
letting go of what you’re thinking.
S: And the things that catch there
will stay there?
AG: Not all. Some will. You’re more li¬
able to follow an idea when you get out¬
side of it than if you stay inside the
thought. If you’re conscious of letting go
of the thought and taking a breath, then
you have an instant profile of the
thought. The Buddhists use a term.
They say that a thought is “unborn.”
You cannot trace it to its womb, in that
sense, it is “unborn.” It’s just there ap¬
pearing like a flower.
People ask where the universe came
from. I suppose you could trace it to Big
Bang or plasma or something. But
where did the plasma come from? It was
just nothing. That’s just it. Maybe
they’ll find an answer. Maybe they’ll
find an answer to where a thought comes
from. As far as direct observation is con¬
cerned, vou cannot find the origins.
S: Is poetry the closest thing to a
born thought?
AG: Very close, although I said it was
“unborn” ... I would prefer to say that
poetry is the closest thing to “unborn
thought. In the sense of using the word
“unborn” to mean that you can t trace
it to its womb, not in the sense “unborn” that it isn’t there . . . The universe
is “unborn,” thought is unconscious.
S : What about the process of going
back and typing up an old notebook?
There is obviously a conscious effort
to keep it the way it was, but I have
journals from a few years back that I
agonize over now. Don’t you feel the
urge to change, to edit?
AG: That happened to me when I was
younger. I got a big lesson in 1947 I
was 21 years old—I kept a huge journal
of a trip to Denver with Kerouac and
Neal Cassidy and then on to Dakar by
ship alone and then back to New York.
I left the journal at a friend’s house
when I got off the ship with my baggage,
and he sneaked a look at it and he read
it. When I came back, he said, “You
know, this is unreadable. You’re just
talking about your thoughts. Look out¬
side of yourself. Except on one page,
vou look out of a window and you de¬
scribe what you see: a bricklayer having
lunch.” And I looked at the whole thing
and I realized, “Gee, that’s right, every¬
thing else is just thoughts about

thoughts: Does he love me? Do I love
him? What’s going to happen to me,
blah, blah, blah.” There were very few
moments where I looked outside the
windows of my skull a phrase straight out
of “Howl” into the world outside.
So that one poem called “The
Bricklayer’s Lunch Hour” is on page
two of my Collected Poems and is one the
earliest poems in forty years of work.

ginning to end. So if you want to see my
method, that’s quite a bit revised. The
original, fresh, draft has all the elements
of the final poem and some of the best
lines, most of the best lines, then what’s
left is to straighten it out a little bit.
S : Do you still use drugs?
AG: Well, “drug,” literally means
“dried herb.” The root of the word, ety¬
mologically, is “dried herb.” I use tea,

method of writing is, actually, where I
write, how I write, what I think about
when I write, exactly, my process.
S : My last question, then: When
and where do you work?
AG: Generally in bed, when I get up in
the morning, when I go to sleep at
night . . .
S: . . . You don’t have any ritual
way of working?
AG: Nah, when I catch myself thinking,
when I notice that I’ve noticed some¬
thing, then I’ll acknowledge it in my
journal by writing it down. But I’m halfasleep like everybody else all of the time,
then every once in a while I wake up and
say: “Oh Wow!” Do you like “Oh

Photography is just taking
a picture of this same face,
the same visage, the same
sacred visage. Photogra¬
phy is, more or less, a nat¬
uralistic
picture
of
things . . .
Wow?” You wake up and say “Oh
Wow!” You notice something. So I
train myself to overcome the inertia
about writing it down.
S : Do you have a preferred form of
writing? Do you use pencil? Pen?
Typewriter? Word-processor?
AG: “Howl” was written on a type¬
writer. “Kaddish,” which is perhaps a
better poem, is on paper, you know, pen
and paper. The Fall of America, the whole
book, was on a tape machine. A couple
of poems I’ve done on word-processor,
I can’t work it fast enough. But I don’t
really trust machines beyond type¬
writers. The greatest poem I ever wrote,
as far as I’m concerned, I laid down in
the grass at night and heard a lot of
crickets and looked up at the clear sky
and saw the stars twinkling and I wrote
a huge poem about stars and crickets on
the tape machine and I rushed into the
house to transcribe it and there was
nothing there. I’ve never used a tape
machine for writing since.
S : I sure hope this interview comes
out. Might be the best interview I’ve
ever had and just disappear. Is this
machine on?

Poet Allen Ginsburg reads in the Bates Chapel. Colin Browning photo.
The other one is an accurate, literal de¬
scription of a dream called “In So¬
ciety.” Those two poems, one a dream
and the other a naturalistic description,
probably encompass the entire range of
my entire poetry.
To finish about journalism: there¬
after, I resolved only to write about
what’s on the outside or to observe
what’s inside as il it were furniture, my
thoughts, that is, and to write it only
when I caught myseli thinking rather
than make something up so that I
wouldn’t have to revise or revise very lit¬
tle, maybe a little for syntax, to con¬
dense the sentence.
S :
You
mentioned
describing
what’s inside, the windows of the
skull. In one interview, you said that
the second part of “Howl” had been
composed during a peyote vision.
AG: Not the whole thing, just the rhyth¬
mic cadence and the beginning and the
end which give it its structure. I filled in
the structure later a little bit. “Moloch
whose eyes are a thousand blind win¬
dows!,” probably, and that whole
rhyme, “Moloch who
. . . /Moloch
who . . . ,” I filled that in, but the open¬
ing lines and later lines are pretty much
the same.
I just published a 30th anniversary
edition of “Howl” where there’s a lacsimile of the entire manuscript from be-
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marijuana, coffee, they’re all
herbs.
S : Do you still take LSD?

dried

AG: I haven’t had any around for a
while. 1 still take mushrooms and I had
some “Ecstasy” in the last few years
that 1 liked . . .
S: Do you ever compose when
you’re in those states?
AG: Well, I take a lot of pictures on it.
1 took pictures of myself naked in a mirrory bathroom on “Ecstasy.” I’ve writ¬
ten a few poems on LSD, but I don’t
depend on that for writing. They’re
more experimental poems. I have a
poem called “LSD,” a poem
called
“Mescaline,” a poem called “Ether,” a
poem called “Laughing Gas,” a poem
called “Marijuana Notation.”
Then, there are a few other poems iniluenced by it, the Moloch section is inlluenced by being high on peyote.
“Wales Visitation” is the fifth hour of
an acid trip. So that’s about forty pages,
or fifty, of poetry out of eight hundred,
mostly written on the “natch.”
S: What questions have you never
been asked that you always wanted to
answer?
AG: I’ve never been asked what I look
for in lovers, what my taste is in love.
That’s one thing I’ve never been asked.
Very few people ask me what my

Ginsberg’s
Sermon
■ REVIEW, FROM PAGE 11
has written since 1985, “Sphincter”
and “A Personal Ad.” To quote 10,000
Maniacs’ “Hey, .Jack Kerouac”:
Allen baby why so jaded? Have the
boys all grown up
and their beauty
faded?
Ginsberg has certainly left his influ¬
ence on American culture. With the last
lines of “Airplane Blues,” thunderous
applause began. The poetry read that
evening was poetry of an individual eye,
a frank homosexual, and a political com¬
mentator. 1'he poems were eclectic; to
quote “Howl,” we heard “Visions!
omens! hallucinations! religions! the
whole boatload of sensitive bullshit!”
The most popular poet alive in America;
Dharma bum, father beatnik, deranged
preacher of political and sexual open¬
ness, at last descended from the altar to
sign autographs.

“HOW I MADE $10,000
FOR COLLEGE
BY WORKING WEEKENDS.”

When my friends and I graduated
from high school, we all took part-time
jobs to pay for college.
They ended up in car washes and
hamburger joints, putting in long hours
for little pay.
Not me. My job takes just one
weekend a month and two weeks a year.
Yet, I’m earning $18,000 for college.
Because I joined my local Army
National Guard.
They’re the people who help our
state during emergencies like hurri¬
canes and floods. They’re also an
important part of our country’s military
defense.
So, since I’m helping them do such
an important job, they’re helping me
make it through school.

As soon as I finished Advanced
Training, the Guard gave me a cash
bonus of $2,000. I’m also getting
another $5,000 for tuition and books,
thanks to the New GI Bill.
Not to mention my monthly Army
Guard paychecks. They’ll add up to
more than $11,000 over the six years
I’m in the Guard.
And if I take out a college loan, the
Guard will help me pay it back-up to
$1,500 a year, plus interest.
It all adds up to $18,000—or more
—for college for just a little of my time.
And that’s a heck of a better deal than
any car wash will give you.
THE GUARD CAN HELP PUT
YOU THROUGH COLLEGE, TOO.
SEE YOUR LOCAL RECRUITER
FOR DETAILS, CALL TOLL-FREE
800-638-7600,* OR MAIL THIS
COUPON.
*In Hawaii: 737-5255; Puerto Rico: 721-4550; Guam: 477-9957; Virgin Islands
(St. Croix): 773-6438; New Jersey: 800-452-5794. In Alaska, consult your local
phone directory.
© 1985 United States Government as represented by the Secretary of Defense.
All rights reserved.
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A Message To Men

Letters To The Editor
Generosity Appreciated
To the Editor,
We would like to thank everyone who
contributed to the clothing and fundraising drive for the Lewiston families
whose apartments were destroyed by fire
the week before February break. On
Monday, February 13 lire levelled al¬
most the entire block at Walnut and
Bartlett streets, gutting five apartment
buildings, cutting off power to the entire
area, including Bates, and rerouting
traffic for days. We thought that one of
the ways the greatest number of the
Bates community could help would be to
donate clothing. If people did not have
clothing to give, we thought they might
give some money on their way out of
Commons, the Den, or the bookstore.

The following editorial, written by a male, speaks specifically to other males.
The assault of a Bates woman on March 4th of this year is a harsh
reminder of the message of March 4, 1987, when the college cancelled
classes to devote a day to discussion of sexual harassment. We males
often put ourselves on the defensive when issues like sexual harass¬
ment, physical abuse of women, or date rape are raised. Very often
when someone brings up these issues—in which the perpetrators are
nearly always men—we feel personally accused. We often see femi¬
nists as pointing the finger at us—as if we personally had done some¬
thing wrong simply because we are men.
Feeling attacked, we naturally seek to protect ourselves. To do this,
men often discount the validity of the issue. We deny, for example,
that sexual harassment and rape are rampant. We blame the victim,
or even deny that she is a victim. Or we say that it is just a lot of hype
about what is in reality a minor issue. As men, we must get beyond
this. We’ve got to stop wasting our energy fending off these issues.
Instead, we must open ourselves up to them. While it is natural for
us to get defensive, we can be stronger. Awareness advocates are not _
attacking us, they are attacking the abuse of women.
Conservative estimates say that one in four women will be sexually
abused in her lifetime. Statistics can be impersonal, but these are real
women we’re talking about—our friends, mothers, sisters, daughters.
As men, we do not know first-hand the mental burden that victimized
women face. It is something that is inherently alien to us. We, how¬
ever, do not need to be alien to the cause. We can show that we do,
in fact, care.
Those who advocate awareness on these issues are not accusing us
personally of anything. Rather, they are simply attempting to raise
the consciousness of the Bates community as to these issues. Their
explanations are certainly not meant as accusations. The aim is
merely to educate. A defensive attitude towards educational programs
only subverts their very purpose.
It is true that in our society men rampantly abuse, beat, and rape
women. This simple fact cannot be denied. I hose individuals who
concern themselves with these issues are not trying to tell you or I
that we are personally responsible for these occurrences. They’re just
trying to help us realize that these incidents occur.
If we put our defensiveness behind us, we can show that we care.
Through the very act of setting aside our fears and listening to what |
feminists and other concerned individuals have to say, we demon¬
strate that, at the very least, we’re willing to find out the truth, and j
that we do not condone or support these acts of violence.
In fact, as men, we can do something that many women in the j
cause cannot: gain support among other men. Many men see women i
who concern themselves with this sort of violence as threatening. I his
attitude is certainly unhealthy, but in some cases it results in resent¬
ment and unwillingness to accept what is in reality the truth. If more
men become aware of the incidence of sexual assault and violence
against women, then perhaps we can help to persuade those men who
refuse to listen to the arguments and explanations of the women who ;
argue for stricter laws or simple consciousness-raising.
If we admit that there is a societal problem, then we can work to
change it. Suddenly, instead of feeling like accused outsiders, we can
be genuine supporters. For all of us, there are women in our lives
whom we care very much about. If we tap into that feeling and over¬
come our defensiveness, then we can make a difference.
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We received an incredible response! We
collected 21 bags of clothing, which were
taken to the New Auburn Social Club
(the collection site for clothing dona¬
tions). We also collected $315 which was
taken to the American Red Cross. At
both places, the volunteers were very
grateful, especially since there was an¬
other fire on Wednesday, February 15
that destroyed three more apartment
buildings.
We were so overwhelmed by the gen¬
erosity of the entire Bates community
during the drive. Students, faculty and
staff should be proud of our contribution
in this time of need for many Lewiston
residents. Thanks again!
Sincerely,
The Campus Association

Further Gensemer Controversy
To the Editor:
In reply to Mr. Gensemer’s “Those
Who’d Rather Ski” in the previous is¬
sue.
Dear Sir,
I am at a loss. I have thought long and
hard on your article of late, and for the
life of me, I cannot divine the thrust of
your argument.
Certainly, you do not propose to pro¬
hibit the whole of the college community
from partaking of one of the most not¬
able attractions of winter life in New
England. Such would be akin to chas¬
tizing our students abroad for sight¬
seeing during their time away from
Bates. Perhaps we should do away with
the JYA and JSA programs altogether.
1 hear there are plans afoot to organize
a touring theater company. I think it
would be in our best interst to nip that
in the proverbial bud, wouldn’t you say?
While we’re at it, we could go on to re¬
move every last vestige of nasty, tempt¬
ing recreation by abolishing the Outing
Club.
Is it the frittering away of each stu¬
dent’s personal funds that bothers you?
Granted, such a healthy sporting activ¬
ity as skiing does cost money, but I guess
I’m in the minority in that I earned
what little spending money I have.
Thinking is not a chore, but I’ll tell you
what is. Earning my “beer money” plus
$2500.00 for this semester’s tuition by

working retail over the Christmas sea¬
son is a-chore. Do you presume to tell
me how to spend it? Do I commit such
a heinous crime in your eyes to throw
away five, ten, even fifteen or twenty
bucks on such escapist activity as at¬
tending a dramatic or musical produc¬
tion? Oh, by the way, how much does
HBO cost? Holmes House only gets one
channel on its television.
If all of the above are false assump¬
tions on my part, I have no alternative
but to form the final conclusion that the
only purpose for your discourse is to
chastize the irresponsibility of those of
us who indulge in recreational activities
at the expense of our classes. Speaking
only for myself, I found my semester off
very rewarding in every respect, but if
you had any knowledge of the psyche of
those whom you address, you would re¬
alize that your holier-than-thou tone
(which, incidentally, smacks suspi¬
ciously of the “parents’ rules” we are
supposed to be free of) will not jar them
from their escapist reverie. The freedom
college life offers us is the chance to make
our own mistakes and learn from them.
Bates is a good place, and we are here
to learn not just how to find dangling
participles and definite integrals but how
to live as well. I’m not speaking from
any purer-than-angel’s-jurine] pedestal.
1 used to indulge to excess, so I speak

■ SEE LETTERS, PAGE 20
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FORUM

Offensive Sacrilege: In Defense of the Ayatollah
Everyone, it seems, is up in arms
about Khomeini’s death sentence. Ves,
an order to kill an author because of his
book seems a little alien to the West. Be¬
lieve it or not, however, there is a case
to be made for the Muslim outrage,
though the Ayatollah has intensified and
distorted these for political purpose.
To fully understand their position, we
must first look at the Muslim religion.
The Koran is at the center of their reli¬
gion. They believe it to be “the very
word of God, preserved in Heaven and
transmitted by the Angel Gabriel
through Muhammad.”
Critics of Rushdie often miss the point
of the Muslim anger. The anger is not
generated only because the Koran is be¬
ing mocked, but also because Rushdie’s
entire skepticism is grounded on ancient
stories and has some measure of proof to
it.
Christianity is peculiar among reli¬
gions because it, for the most part, does
not interfere in everyday life, it is some¬
thing you set time aside for (Sundays).
In the Muslim faith, daily life revolves
around religious rituals, and this attack
on the very grounding of the religion in¬
spires terrific fear into their hearts.
But this fear in no way justifies the
death order given by the Ayatollah.
What gives Rushdie’s attack weight is
the fact that he was raised a Muslim.
And as such, having betrayed his reli¬
gion, he is a traitor.
The paragraphs I refer to then are
those that describe a temptation of Mahound (Muhammad). Mahound is heretempted by Gibreel (Gabriel) to make a
deal with the enemy (Satan) to accept
the worship of three goddesses next to
God. This story was recorded over a

millennium ago but is not considered
au thentic.
Rushdie’s attack hurts so because it
attacks with support, with skepticism
about the authenticity of the Koran.
1 his passage is where the book derives
its title, but has also given Muslims the
key to an interpretation of Rushdie.
Many see Rushdie as being an ambassa¬
dor of Satan, as a renewed attack on
their faith. In fact they see the story of
Mahound's temptation by Satan as a
parallel to Rushdie’s criticism of the

John Buckman
faith.
Let us continue our examination by
scrutinizing the paragraphs of choice
from The Satanic Verses. The choice ol
“Mahound” to parody the name ol
Muhammad is somewhat tasteless, since
that is the name Christian Missionaries
used to portray Muhammad as Satanic
in the 19th century. Again, Rushdie’s
use of historical material moves his work
away from pure fiction, and leads it to
be seen as an attack on the Muslim faith.
Rushdie also names the holy city of
Mecca as Jahilia, which means dark¬
ness.
The most truly offensive chapter of
The Satanic Verses takes place in a Brothel,
where each of the prostitutes has the
same name as Muhammad’s wives.
Does outrage from such a scene surprise
you?
Remember the outrage at the
movie The Last Temptation of Christ?
Imagine now a scene where the virgin
Mary is selling her body for a dollar and
you have about the level of tastelessness

this chapter reaches. “Is nothing sa¬
cred?” is the appropriate question to
raise here, and it seem that the answer
is no.
Muslims revere Muhammad’s wives
as the “mothers of all believers.” One
can understand being upset at having

“The Muslim law, as I under¬
stand it, requires that in the
case of a breach of law, the ac¬
cused should be brought to trial
and sentenced. In this case it is
fairly obvious that if Rushdie
were brought to Iran for a trial,
he would pronounced guilty
and killed.”
one’s mother labeled a prostitute.
Rushdie piles the insults upon each
other when he names the brothel “Hijab” which is the Arab term for the
modest veiling of Muslim women.
Rushdie is attacking every single sa¬
cred object of Muslim faith, and worst
of all, he, as a one-time Muslim, is com¬
pletely aware of his doings. In this scene
alone, he has insulted the Holy.City, the
prophet, his wives and the modest veil¬
ing of women. These are at the very
foundation of the faith, and their attacks
sometimes seem unwarranted, some¬
times backed by proof. How could one
not feel completely helpless if these fun¬
damental “truths” to one’s life where
revealed false?
This has all been from the Muslim
perspective. To the Western eye the
book appears quite different. Salman
Rushdie is often very clever and witty in

his attacks on the Muslim faith.
Muslims believe the Koran to be the
very word of God, to have come from
the heavens. Rushdie mocks the idea ol
the religion that “fell out of the sky.”
The very beginning of the book starts
with two people falling out of an airplane
having a discussion about religion.
While falling, they describe the founda¬
tions of a religion. This scene is quite
ingenious in the observations it draws
about the grounding of the Muslim
faith.
One is almost reminded of the movie
7 'he Gods Must Be Crazy in which a CocaCola bottle falls from an airplane and is
found by Bushmen. The Bushmen be¬
lieve it to be a gift of the Gods, to have
fallen from the sky in an act of divine
beneficence. In The Satanic Verses, Rush¬
die is alleging that not only was the Mus¬
lim faith founded on false grounds, but
also the entire religion was an accident
or a mistake.
There are many such clever scenes in
the novel, but on occasion (those men¬
tioned) Rushdie goes too far for a Mus¬
lim reader. Like Nietzsche’s Thus Spoke
Zarathustra, The Satanic Verses is a book
which can be read by a non-believer
without much disturbance.
To one whose faith is being attacked,
the book goes too far to be taken ratio¬
nally. The very ground of one’s entire
life is being challenged, and this chal¬
lenge is one which most are unwilling to
make. The usual response is to reject
the novel in anger.
If a Muslim could bring him/herself to
read the book, he/she would find that the
book contains many revealing questions
about his/her religion. It is a shame that

■ SEE BUCKMAN, PAGE 19

Fight in’ Words: The Salman Rushdie Debate
Salman’s Spawning: Khomeni s Kliff’s Notes
A few years ago, Salman Rushdie
wrote an essay for American Film maga¬
zine on Terry Gilliam’s film Brazil enti¬
tled “The Location of Brazil.”] Rushdie
described Brazil as a product o:f the mi¬
grant sensibility. Like Sam, the hero of
the film, Rushdie’s heroes are the mi¬
grants, those who deny the oj-der they
have long understood, and in | their as¬
similation into a new order, bejeome be¬
yond any order outside their dwn. “To
be a migrant is, perhaps, to be the only
species of human being free of tjhe shack¬
les of nationalism (to say notHing of its
ugly sister, patriotism). It is a burden¬
some freedom.”
Now, Rushdie —INFID|eL!—has
written The Satanic Verses, a book which
some have said abuses his “burdensome
freedom” and lashes out against the
Muslim world of his upbringing. Rush¬
die wrote that “the world ofjthe imagi¬
nation is a place in which the long arm
of the law is unable to reach. This idea—
the opposition of imagination to reality,
which is also of course the opposition of
art to politics—-is of great importance,
because it reminds us that ;we are not
helpless, that to dream is to have
power.” Now, that law that had earlier
been unable to reach into Imagination
wants Rushdie dead. Wasn't it SpiderMan who said, “With great power
comes great responsibility?’f
There has also been a great deal of
criticism concerning the fictipnal charac¬
ter “Mahound,” Rushdie’fe allegorical
treatment of the figure of Muhammad.
The name “Mahound” does, in fact,
derive from an ancient derogatory term.
However, this pejorative name is trans¬
formed into a badge of honor, as the

thy of assassination. That’s not worth
smashing?
Rushdie’s perspective is that of the
migrant, one who has left his heritage
behind. But is his migrant view.simply
apostasy, the abandonment of his faith
in which he has been raised, or deliber¬
ate and hurtful blasphemy? Does it
matter?
I confess right away that, like many of
you, I am not well versed, satanically or

Anthony Miller
book explains: “To turn insults into
strengths, whigs, tories, Blacks, all chose
to wear with pride the names they were
given in scorn; likewise, our mountain¬
climbing, prophet-motivated solitary is
to be . . . Mahound.”
But it is not necessary to quote pages
or to defend Rushdie’s book at all. Kho¬
meni hasn’t read it. Strange as it all
sounds, this controversy isn’t even
about the book. Khomeni isn’t a literary
critic, he is a reactionary. This is a war.
A war against Britain. A war we are
losing.
Further in the Brazil essay, Rushdie
writes: “Unreality is the only weapon
with which reality can be smashed, so
that it may subsequently be recon¬
structed.” Why do we have to have to
smash the reality?! Why is it necessary to
break it down and reconstruct it?
No system can be solid and grounded
and simultaneously have that kind of
murderousness behind it. Something in
the Muslim world feels that it has such a
direct connection to a divinity and that
any critique on that connection is wor¬

otherwise, in the Koran. It is a symbol
of tremendous religious significance, but
also has a national importance, not un¬
like our own American flag. Now, I
have to admit that the analogy I am
about to draw was helped along by cer¬
tain events which have taken place in my
home town of Chicago in the last week.
A student.at the School of the Art In¬
stitute of Chicago has put together a dis¬
play entitled “What Is the Proper Way
to Display the American Flag?” Scott
Tyler, a self-confessed “revolutionary
and supporter of the Revolutionary
Communist Party of the USA” (and as
fate would have it, a friend of mine from
my high-school days), has set up a dis¬
play which involves walking on an
American flag which has been placed on
the ground. On the other side of the flag,
he has placed a book and he invites visi¬
tors to the display to write whatever they
feel the American flag means to them in
the book.
Veterans have rallied against this ex¬
hibit. They feel that it is a desecration of
the American flag and have formed

picket lines around the school. Three •
veterans have been arrested for attempt-:
ing to recover the defiled flag from out,
of the display, which has now has beem
closed to the public. This week in:
Springfield, two state senators, Walter]
Dudycz and Robert Raica, introduced a!
resolution that calls for the school to re-;
move the flag from the display and asksi
the Illinois Arts Council to stop funding!
to the Art Institute until a resolution isl
reached.
;
The Muslim connection to the Koran:
may be difficult to explain, but consider^'
it in these terms: would you go to thij,

“But it is not necessary to
quote pages or to defend Rush¬
die’s book at all. Khomeni
hasn’t read it. Strange as it all
sounds, this controversy isn’t
even about the book. Khomeni
isn’t a literary critic, he is a re¬
actionary. This is a war. A war
against Britain. A war we are
losing.”
display and walk on the American fl^g?
If you know about the display in ad¬
vance, then you are committing a sort) of
national “blasphemy” in going with the
express purpose of walking on the flag,
aren’t you?
In other words, it as just as difficult to
explain to American veterans why- a
Cook County Circuit Court judge did
not find the flag which lay on the floor
in violation of state and federal criminal
laws on placing marks, mutilating, de-
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Louder Than A Bomb: Nazis Still Persist
Here’s a little tidbit from the “Just So
You Know’ ’ department here at the Stu¬
dent. Our P.O. box has just been over¬
flowing with letters and clippings relat¬
ing to racism. To put it “objectively,”
it seems that some individuals are con¬
cerned that racism persists in our happy
little corner of Maine, and some others
insist that it doesn’t.
The racism controversy has, in these
pages, grown increasingly personal, and
kind of ugly. It hasn’t been fun reading.
But, then again, racism is not a fun
issue.
While we’re all concerned with the
more subtle forms of racism which seem
to persist at Bates, it seems important
that we not forget the more overt (more
disgusting?) forms of ignorance which
persist outside our ivory tower. Perhaps
by remembering just how incredibly stu¬
pid racism really is, we can learn a few
lessons.
About a month ago, our beloved cam¬
pus radio station received a mailing
which, I think you will agree, is quite
astounding. The mailing comes from a
fellow out in Waukegan, Illinois. His
name is Mark Margoian, but he prefers
to call himself “God’s True Prophet For
The End Of The World.”
No modest fellow, Mr. Margoian en¬
closed no less than six pages of material,
outlining his rather extraordinary views.
My personal favorite is the page which
portrays, in crude drawings, “the ape”
and “the negro.” You’d be surprised
how much they have in common! I had
never noticed that “Black ape color,” or
that “animal smell,” but, gee, come to
think of it, this Margoian fellow may
have something, here.
The clincher, on that same document,
is a little box at the bottom. Note the

spelling. It reads: “Niggars are barra¬
cuda evil snake predators!” How could
I have missed this revelation when it was
right before my eyes for all these years!
What was I thinking?
And speaking of gaps in our knowl¬
edge, God’s True Prophet also enclosed
a fascinating piece of information. It’s a
pink piece of memo paper, with the U.S.
Senate’s letterhead at the top. Also at the
top is Mr. Margoian’s advice: “Com¬
munists and Nazis take over Senate.”
How could I not have noticed!
The memo itself purports to be from
the black aide to a Democratic Senator.
He writes: “Please cease your futile re-

and Martin Luther King, Jr. are simi¬
larly displayed. In a seeming contradic¬
tion, Adolf Hitler is also depicted, ac¬
cused of being both a “Nazi” and a
“Jew.” I’ll bet he’d find one of those
appellations more disturbing than the
other.
But Mark Margoian insists that he
isn’t a Nazi like Adolf. The real Nazis,

“While we’re all con¬
cerned with the more sub¬
tle forms of racism which
seem to persist at Bates, it
seems important that we
not forget the more overt
(more disgusting?) forms of
ignorance which persist
outside our ivory tower.
Perhaps by remembering
just how incredibly stupid
racism really is, we can
learn a few lessons.”

Chris Janak
sistance to our Jewish-Negro plan for a
New World Order. Join us. We shall
prevail. Already the U.S. Government
is in our hands.” Watch out! Didn’t you
know that George Bush was part of that
“Jewish-Negro” plan? See? It’s easy to
be fooled, isn’t it?
Another choice tidbit, and a view
that’s actually not in as much ill-repute
as some of Mr. Margoian’s other
claims, is contained on a bright yellow
legal page. It says “Devils have no soul.
Niggar ‘Gospel Music’ and ‘Judaism’
are Satanism. ‘Rock and Roll’ is niggar
subversive sex-pervert jungle noise.”
Hmm ... I’m not sure what to say
about that one. Especially because right
underneath it, a photo of Abraham Lin¬
coln is accompanied by this simple cap¬
tion: “Liar.”
I’m sure Abe would object to the cap¬
tion, but I don’t think he’d fret too
much: on the same page, Franklin Roo¬
sevelt, Winston Churchill, Jesse Jackson

he says, are the ACLU, Michael Du¬
kakis, Joseph Stalin, Elie Wiesel (ELIE
WIESEL?), and . . . uhhh . . . Ann
Landers. It’s a coherent worldview, isn’t
it? I won’t go on, but suffice it to say
that these examples are just the tip of the
iceberg. This mailing is literally jam
packed full of “facts” and opinions like
these.
Don’t get me wrong. I don’t mean to
ridicule Mr. Margoian’s views. That
would be akin to kicking a sleeping dog:
it’s too easy a target. All I want to do is
to try to honestly communicate what I
think are some rather extraordinary
views which, I think, place racism in its

proper light. I do feel obligated, how¬
ever, to report that the stamp Mr. Mar¬
goian used to mail his lovely envelope
features a painting of a black athlete.
Some would argue that views like
those of Mark Margoian deserve no re¬
sponse but silence. You might argue that
by printing excerpts of the work of Mark
Margoian (“The only one to expose Sa¬
tan in 6,000 years”), we somehow give
it legitimacy. By refuting it in print, we
lend it the credibility of a real argument.
So let me assure you that I don’t
mean to rebut any of Mr. Margoian’s
claims. I just mean to lay his cards on
our table. I don’t mean to lend him
credibility. My only hope is that we can
all realize two things: first, racism is
about as stupid and sickening as human
attitudes get. Second, if you don’t think
racism persists, think again.
I think Mark Margoian deserves any
publicity he gets. I think we have a lot
to learn from him. We have a lot to learn
about human nature. Namely, we can
learn just how appalling the human race
can really be. Spread the word.
It takes a truly twisted mind to believe
that one race is somehow inferior to
another. Those individuals on the Bates
campus who make racist jokes in private
or who drop other subtle hints as to how
they feel about persons of other races are
as much racists as Mark Margoian.
Their racism is just as foolish as his.
By the way, if this column has of¬
fended you, or has made you angry, just
think how God must feel. Mark Mar¬
goian considers himself a prophet.
Imagine what it would be like to have
someone use your name to promote
views like these. I’ll bet God feels privi¬
leged to have a spokesman like Mark
Margoian.

Salman’s Spawning: Khomeni Hasn’t Read It
■ MILLER, FROM PAGE 17
facing, or trampling the flag as it is to
tell a follower of Islam why Rushdie has
not been brought to justice.
When Tyler’s display was closed to
the public, one student at the School of
the Art Institute commented: “I don’t
think it should be open to the public, it

WASHINGTON

we are losing this war. When the B.
Daltons and the Waldenbooks of America pulled Rushdie’s book, we lost. If an
individual bookseller doesn’t want to sell
it, that’s fine, that’s his or her decision.
But when we’re dealing with corpora¬
tions who decide what most mall-patronizing Americans will or will not be able

could attract the wrong element, and
might be dangerous.” As yet, no death
threats have been made on Scott Tyler’s
life and no Art Institute executives havehad to make decisions they might have
to change later. They are following the
B.Dalton/Waldenbooks school of con¬
troversy control.
Earlier, I said that
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AS AK-47 ASSAULT RIFLES BECOME =
PART OF OUR PAILYLIFE, HOW CAN

WE BE AFRAID

to read, the stakes are somewhat higher.
There are so few chances to be heroic in
the book selling business anyway.
“I am a Brazilian,” proclaims Rush¬
die at the end of the essay. Now, a few
years later, in the controversy which sur¬
rounds The Satanic Verses, Rushdie has
cast his own version of Brazil. In this ver¬
sion, he is the migrant, the anti-hero,
hunted by the tribe of clerics who have
taken over Islam whom he has charac¬
terized as “contemporary Thought Pol¬
ice.” Rushdie may be guilty of blas¬
phemy, but it’s about time someone
struck back at the Muslim world. Rush¬
die has nothing for which to apologize.
He has renounced Islam, and that in¬
cludes their system of justice. After all,
most of the greatest works of art have
been blasphemous to one extent or
another.
As I think about how this will con¬
tinue, certain things worry me. Silly
things. Scary things. Like the hundreds
of people in their condominium build¬
ings with a first edition copy of Satanic
Verses on their coffee table.
Like the image of some Ivy League
school planning how they are going to
sneak Rushdie in so that they can have
the ultimate commencement speaker of
all time and be the talk of the ivory
towers. And then there is that future
Trivial Pursuit question: “What was the
name of the author of the Satanic Verses
who was gunned down by a Muslim fac¬
tion in 1989?” Let’s not let this happen.
Rushdie writes, “The migrant sus¬
pects reality: Having experienced sev¬
eral ways of being, he understands their
illusory nature. To see things plainly,
you have to cross a frontier.” In cross¬
ing the frontier, this Salman has chosen
not to go upstream with the illusions of
order. I only hope that he will survive
long enough to see his spawn.

FORUM

People as Mascots: Offensive Stereotypes
When I was a kid (last Tuesday), I
was continually intrigued by the adver¬
tising profession. What a great job. I
could be creative, see my work in news¬
papers, television and magazines, and .
. . well . . . make large amounts of
money without getting callouses on my
pretty hands.
Few1 professions these days have as
much to offer (except maybe that of
President, of the United Staths or that of
a late-night talk show host, two occupa¬
tions which seem to be growing more
and more alike every day), and few have
the potential to be as sleazy (except that
of the President and a late-night talk
show host).
But today’s Friday, and I’m all grown
up.
Obviously advertising isn’t all
peaches and cream. The main problem
with the advertising of today is that it
tends to perpetuate stereotypes that
should have been put to rest long ago.
In days past, this problem was much
more serious; then again, it did reflect
the general level of education and intelli¬
gence of opinion of the society at large.
Nevertheless, as most of us like to
think that our generation is better edu¬
cated, a bit more liberal, and certainly
more egalitarian than that of our par¬
ents, things should be better. Advertis¬
ing continues to reinforce aspects of
American society which we would rather
not think about any more. As other pro¬
fessions may have progressed in their
thinking, advertising seems to have en¬
trenched itself firmly in ideas of the past.
Indeed; sometimes it seems determined
to bring them directly into the lap of the
present.
However, let’s be specific. Let’s
quickly scan the brands of Pantakes and
see if we find anything which some of us

out there might find offensive. Well,
first you have Krusteez. That’s a good
name, nothing really offensive there.
Then there’s Pillsbury. Not much here,
either. Fhe doughboy is fairly cute, and
he giggles a lot—values which are un¬
derrated in my opinion.
Next we’ve got Aunt Jemima.
Oops ... I see more than a bit of of¬
fense potential here. Everything about
the attractive cover with the smiling
Black woman harkens back to dangerous
attitudes and stereotypes. Maybe none
of you see what I see. So let’s walk

Corey Harris
through this point by point . . .
1 here was a time (up until about
thirty years ago) when the only profes¬
sions available to Black women were as
washmaids and/or cooks in the employ
of financially-secure white families.
This entailed cooking and serving food
they themselves did not have the money
to buy, washing clothes they could never
hope to wear, and caring for the children
of families of which they could never be¬
come members.
Although the entire household econ¬
omy depended upon the efforts of this
solitary woman, she was never given
credit for the sense of organization and
maturity which such tasks demanded
and often referred to as “our girl” or a
slew of other diminutive terms.
Of
course, she may have secured a nick¬
name bestowed upon her by the family
for which she worked, such as “aunt soand-so” or “mammy”.
However, she always had to refer to
her employers using formal titles (Mr.,
Mrs., or Miss), avoiding the conde¬

scending familiarity with which they
treated her. The cutesy titles granted
her never carried the conventional liber¬
ties or powers which they suggested.
She may have been their “aunt”, but
she still had to work for a living and ac¬
cept whatever pay they gave her, be-

“I’m not disputing the object
of modern advertisement, but
rather the method. People are
not mascots. Maybe some of
the folks in the advertising in¬
dustry need to remove the
blindfolds from their eyes and
think of new ways of reaching
out to people, rather than mak¬
ing overtures to people’s preju¬
dices and stereotypes.”
cause it was either one family or
another.
The inclusion of a Black woman’s face
on the box suggests that domesticity is
not only logically linked to women, but
subserviency and Black women. Why
must there be a picture on the box at all?
Anyone
intelligent
must
wonder
whether it is really necessary to keep re¬
minding people of the numerous exploit¬
ative relationships which have existed
between whites and Blacks.
Wouldn’t
we be escaping references to such
shameful past circumstances by simply
replacing the picture of a woman with
that of a man? Nope . . . enter Uncle
Ben’s Rice and Cream of Wheat. The
situation is basically the same, only have
the sexes been changed.
I’m not disputing the object of mod¬
ern advertisement, but rather the

method.
People are not mascots.
Maybe some of the folks in the advertis¬
ing industry need to remove the blind¬
folds from their eyes and think of new
ways of reaching out to people. Rather
than making overtures to people’s preju¬
dices and stereotypes, advertising should
assume intelligence (although these days
such assumptions seem risky at best).
This ignorant insensitivity is evident
within American team names as well.
Most people have no problems with
names such as the Washington Red¬
skins, the Dartmouth Indians, of the
Kansas City Chiefs. However, heated
protest would follow if the New England
Patriots suddenly changed their name to
the New England ’Darkies1 or the New
York Jets decided to become the New
York Jews. Think about it.
We’ve always got to be careful about
the connotations of certain images.
Sure, we had a civil rights movement
back in the sixties which was supposed
to take care of all of this. However, ad¬
vertising somehow managed to slip past
it all. Of course, nowadays the associa¬
tions made aren’t as obvious; but sub¬
tlety is the deadliest weapon of all. Of
course all this nonsense is in the name of
the dollar—stereotypes sell. Of course,
as always, I think there must be a better
way.
I can come up with a few ideas of my
own right now.
What about David
Duke whitening cream?
Or maybe
Margaret Thatcher multiple chin re¬
mover? We could have before and
after pictures right on the cover—just
like at weight-watcher clinics. Of course
a case always exists for Sam Nunn hair
brushes or even John Tower elevator
and platform shoes. The possibilities are
endless . . .

No Apologies, No Regrets: More Last Words
A column I authored entitled “The
Good News: Just Four More Years” in
the January 20 issue of the Student
seems to have sparked some contro¬
versy. I would like, for the record, to
share my view of the whole affair.
Over Christmas break, I watched a

Steve Gensemer
short TV report on George Bush. The
closing shot was of Mr. Bush standing
on a beach in Maine, his sprawling Kennebunkport mansion in the background.
Immediately an image that I had not so
clearly seen before flashed into my
mind: George Bush the greedy powermonger. And I asked myself, “Why
else would anyone want to compromise
all their political ideals and serve for
eight years as Vice-President in an ad¬
ministration whose conduct has been, to
say the least, ethically questionable?” I
then proceeded to write a column which
cast Mr. Bush as a greedy man with no
sense of morals.
This, in literary terms, is what is
known as characterization.
It is the
process of fitting a human being into a
mold which exhibits one aspect of that
person’s behavior very clearly, while
completely neglecting others.
Some
characterizations are more complex and
powerful than others, but none can de¬
liver the Whole Picture.
Gregory Nespole’s response to my
column was ridiculous.
I can hardly
think of a more pompous or irrelevant
opening line than “Do you know who I
am?” Aside from his petty complaints
about my “poor grammar and use of
prolanity”, he had the temerity to sug¬
gest that his allegedly superior command

of “the facts” somehow gave him a mo¬
nopoly on the Truth.
He even chal¬
lenged me to a debate. (I imagine that
a series of similar challenges led to the
fatal duel between Alexander Hamilton
and Aaron Burr.)
His problem is that he and I are play¬
ing two different games. I am not inter¬
ested in a duel of facts. I am a writer.
My job is to set in words the way I see

“I believe that the world
would be a better place if
we all had a better sense of
humor, but this doesn’t
mean that I expect every¬
one to roll on the floor in
hysterics upon reading my
columns.”
the people around me. My work is suc¬
cessful only when a reader sees the world
from a new perspective.
Humor is only possible from this criti¬
cal perspective. If we never stepped out¬
side of ourselves, we would not be able
to laugh back at ourselves. I believe that
the world would be a better place if we
all had a better sense of humor.
This doesn’t mean that I expect
everyone to roll on the floor in hysterics
upon reading my columns. But I do
hope that if you see yourself in one of
them, you will take it in the best of hu¬
mor. If you see a comic attack on beer
drinking or TV watching or skiing or
even George Bush as a personal attack
on yourself, grow up. Make an effort to
be the person that you want to be.
Don’t get all defensive about behavior of
which you are ashamed.

Oh yes, and one more thing. All of
the responses to the original column are
replete with references to the inappropri¬
ate nature of someone else’s column.
My friends, every column deserves to be
criticized, but none deserves to be si¬
lenced.
I would like to thank Gregory Nespole
for thoughtfully challenging my column,
Bill Aden for an enlightening and enter¬
taining grammar lesson (February 3,
“Nespole Commits Firrors”), and Lane

Bourn, Amy Morrissette, Brendan J.
Gillis, Andrew Gooding, and Alexander
Winter (all in Letters to the Editor, Feb¬
ruary 10) for their witty and insightful
comments. Nothing makes me happier
than to see such lively discussion.
I
strongly encourage anyone with some¬
thing to say about my columns in the fu¬
ture to respond in any way they see fit.
It is only through this plurality of per¬
spective that any of us may glimpse the
truth.

Offensive Sacrilege
■ BUCKMAN, FROM PAGE 17
they do not realize that one’s belief be¬
comes stronger by overcoming obsta¬
cles, not by avoiding them. Just like
Christianity, which has countless obsta¬
cles to overcome, belief is strengthened
by a confrontation and overcoming of
barriers.
Of course, doing such means putting
one’s whole religion to risk, a potential¬
ity most people cannot face.
But by
avoiding the attack all one does is leave
it unresolved, and it is well known that
unattended arguments gain force with
time.
The more time passes before
Rushdie’s arguments are rebutted, the
more validity his attacks have.
Let us proceed quickly now to the ac¬
tual proclamation by the Ayatollah. De¬
filing of the Prophet’s name is a crime.
What makes Rushdie subject to the
Muslim law is that he was raised a Mus¬
lim, and being an English subject does
not, in the eyes of the Muslim world,
free him from that responsibility.
The Muslim law, as I understand it,
requires that in the case of a breach of

law, the accused should be brought to
trial and sentenced. In this case it is
fairly obvious that if Rushdie were
brought to Iran for a trial, he would pro¬
nounced guilty and killed.
In Iran, there is a power struggle oc¬
curring between what we would call the
Ultra-right and the Far-right. The Aya¬
tollah seems to be using the Muslim out¬
rage to unite the land in a common.
He is, after all, a religious as well as a
political leader. As such he is justified
in proclaiming self-outrage at Rushdie’s
novel. He is also the leader of the land,
and has the power of the courts. With
these two powers, he, in the Muslim
world, is warranted in proclaiming that
Salman Rushdie must die.
Obviously, though, his beliefs do not
mesh well with Western views of territo¬
rial power. In the West, the law applies
only to the land, not to all people who
where born on that land. The conflict
arises from these two irreconcilable posi¬
tions, and I can see no way of ending the
current crisis.
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How serious a problem is date rape at Bates?
Jyotika Vazirani
Photographer

Dan Record
Reporter

Eleanor Hogan ’89 “Probably a lot
more serious than people think.”

Jennifer Burwell ’92 “I would say not
too serious, relatively.”
Dan Stockwell ’89 “I’d say it’s a seri¬
ous problem anywhere. Probably less a
problem here at Bates.”

Tom Denenberg ’89 ‘‘I would say that
if there is an occurrence than that is a
problem that should be dealt with.”
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Gensemer
Revisited
■ LETTERS, FROM PAGE 16
from experience. The only thing your
article does, sir, is tout your own supe¬
riority in meeting “the only obligations
we have as students”. I congratulate you
in your piety. Would you like a button
or a cookie with your name on it?
I’d rather discuss Henrik Ibsen than
get drunk, but your “devotion” to your
duty as a student and (more impor¬
tantly, your self-proclamation of said)
irks me. Have you perchance taken time
from your studies and money from your
wallet to see a produetion of Ibsen’s
Ghosts? You might learn something
about yourself from such frivolous activ¬
ity. 1 know I did.
Craig Beattie

Have
You
Been
Spun?
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